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BY 
,,I.LLIAM SAHO'YllN 
L. 'f.Hf. DHAI'tlATIC IDbA: 
F~ar is replacing love as the motivating force of 
life.. ~an is bcginnine; to equate LIVING wj.th mere 
survival. 
\,UF.I-.N (Act II-5): (Our problem is) ".Love, of course, 
love and survival." 
II. 'fh"2 'J.'HBATHICAL Kl!:x TO 'rin; DRAI-iATIC IDEA; 
Act 1-4• KING, manae;ing to contain his fear, unbars 
the door or the theatre to offer help to strangers. 
To prevent ultimate world destruction men must realize 
that life requires a simple recognition of the still-
golden rule and a restoration of faith in self, man, 
and God. 
III. 'l'm; Tiif..ATRICAL REALIZATlOi\ Oi:o~ TilE ].)RAXATIC IDEA: 
a. ACTORS: Command the stage and LIVE on it. A little 
larger than life. 
b. m.:oiGNI:.H: I would like to see a theatrically real 
theatre here. ~ith a feeling of emptiness. 
c. LIGUTI~G: Underscore the dramatic mood. Jreate 
space and time. 
d. CC. ... ;'i'iJ; .FR: !1 shoddy elegance. 
Prejected Styles 
nrM 
Jll'2-fe !.,,..., ' 
Despi te the seemingly obtuse verbage of my Statement ef Intention, 
which implied that the play was intended to show that "fear is replacing 
love ••• ", my aim was that it should show the opposite precess eccurring • 
The peopl e of the play, threugh the various ci r cumstances, move frem fear 
te love. I f ee l that this was gener ally understood. The statement gees en 
te say, " To prevent ultimat e world destruction , men must realize that 
li fe r equires a simple r e cegnit ion of the sti ll-go lden rule and a restor-
ation of faith in self , man and God." This second sentence was,at one 
point ,part of item ene, the Dr amatic Idea of the Statement. For reasons 
now lost in the shuf f le of rehearsal and all the ether preparation, I 
changed that sentence t appear in item t wo, The Theatrica l Key. The 
Statement would per haps have been mor e clear had I left it wher e it was . 
The basis, however, ef my concep tion of pr esentation of the play 
spr ang frem a sympathy I found in what I be l ieve Mr. Saroyan te be saying. 
That was : Survival without love is either impractical or impossible. 
Love and fear are inc~mpatable • Onl y if we conquer fear can we begin to 
solve the probl ems that exist between men • These are the principles I 
with whi ch the people of The Cave Dwellers deal • 
I chose to do the p~ay en t he stage in the Directer 1 s Studio (210). 
I felt that the presentation required a rec gn izabl e theatre, rather than 
one of the many variants possibl e i n that room. Much depends upen the use 
ef the i de a of The Thea tre i n the play and it is desirabl e to cenvince an 
I 
audience even in such a f l exabl e hall as 210 i s , that they are in the 
standar d type ef proscenium heuse.There is a question of period involved ; 
The characters mainly are old actors who have returned to fami l iar haunts. 
I felt that the proscenium stage would have been the type of theatre they 
had worked sn in the eld successful days of their pas t. 
·~ 
II 
II 
Proj ected Styles 2 
Beyond the question of period,! chose wha~ I considered to be the 
public or more commonly he l d image of the physica l theatre because of a 
recurring theme within the play 1s allegory. This theme ,redundant through-
out the play, was the idea tha t Acting and Living are interchangable ter~s 
The stage was and was not a stage. The house in which the audience sat 
was and was not an auditorium. The actors wer and were not actors. 
The actors are not here to entertain you. They LIVE here. In fact they 
admit to no audience in the theatre. Certainly they ARE here to present 
a show because you are seated, perhaps, in the front rov-. of a full house, 
the show started on time, and after all this is avery fami l iar place. 
The theatrical trick is that the actors tell you (or each ether) that 
this is prec icely wher e yeu are and in the same breath tell you that they 
are al ene here. They orient and i s late yeu in the same breath. Later, 
and through due process , one finds that instead of being a mere spectator, 
he too i s an acter, en a much l arger stage , by dint of being a member of 
t he human cempany. The Theatre i s the W rld. To act is to live. The 
theatrical by-pl ay of the fa ct that there are actors and audience here 
at the momen t is exciting. Mor e ver it is Saroyan's phi losophica l tenet 
as we ll as his theatrical device. The w rld and the stage are identi cal. 
This Werld and these actors happen to be sheddy and disheartened • 
I feel that style i s inherent in the l anguage of a pl ay. It is true 
o£ The Cave Dwe llers. The styl e is created when one could not imagine 
any character in the play behaving or speaking in any other manner. 
The story , the set, his dress and make-up al l work to support the people 
on stage. Nothing is ferced or imposed unless the character cares te 
make you think i t is fer some theatrical effect with in his contrel. 
ll 
II II t:. 
11 ter. It 
Prej ected Styl es 3 
ferm the play is tl' take is a variable to be decided by the direc-
is the structure which he feels best suits the requirements ef 
the style. What, in effect, is the best package in which to wrap the 
1 production 1 In The Cave Dwellers, I chose to think of each scene,not 
I enly as an integral sectien of a whol e, but as complete unit with a 
!message of it's o~n. The play is a series of lessens, cennected by the 
story. I felt that each of the ten scenes could be lifted out of the 
context of the play, be performed as a work apart from the play and retain 
their own meaning • It was found that it was necessary to link them teget-
1 her with music to create some continuity bgt the effect was the same ; a 
I staccato, self contained,unit by unit presentation • 
METHODS OF WORK WITH THE ACTOR 
The heading of this section tends to mislead. It implies a cut-and -
dried technique by which a directer, following some pre-set formula,can 
get what he wants out of his actors. This is not the case • 
II If we grant that the director knows what he wants in the first place, 
we may say that how he manages to convince his actors that this is the 
correct interpretation, how he communicate it to them and finally , how 
II 
I 
he gets them to perform it to his liking is all part and parcel of 
something called his method. I think there are as many methods for ene 
director as there are actors in his cast. Each ene has to be treated 
differently , sometimes radicallY so. Generally I find,for instance,that 
I all actors respond to improvi sation in reaching an understanding of a 
complex scene • Each actor , however,wi ll no~ see the same relationship 
between the improvisation and the scene which it is meant to unravel. ~~ One actor may see it instantly and anot'1er see no connection whatsoever. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
--
Methods ef Work With The A ct~r 2 
The "as if" must be adapted to fit each acter , for each is responsive 
te an idea only insefar as his personal experience allows him to compre-
hend it. It did me no good, or very li tt l e g od,to tell the act r 
' I playing the WRECKING CREW BOSS that his men thought of him as a madman. 
Nothing happened either when I suggested that he was a leader of many 
hard-boiled men. "Snap your fingers", I said, "and buildings fall, mach-
inery and men l eap into action." Nothing. "Yeu 're a military man", I 
tried,"you lead an army of men,laughing , into battle."Still nothing. 
I gave up. "Talk loudly and don't smile" ,I said, and we let it go at that 
I ceuldn't find a common ground f understanding. The things that 
meant something to me didn ' t make a bit of sense te him. As a director, 
I had fai l ed him completely. What is more he didn't even realize that he 
wasn 1 t doing what I asked. 
I stressed ensembl e playing. Improvisation worked well here for it 
frees the actor from the l imitations of the playwright's language while 
allowing him to play the action."Use each othel"." became almost a slogan 
during the early rehearsals. "look and listen."Something I found lacking 
in other work I had seen al l owed me some foresight into acting problems 
of The Cave Dwellers. I would often tell the actors not to speak until 
they had to. To think before they spoke. Visua lly,the effect of this was 
communicated as having thought of something spontaneously, of caring 
about what it was that they said. Since they had researched their attitud s 
toward each other very carefully, they found also that they could speak 
or I should say, communicate,with each other,without words. A raised 
eyebrow, a touch, a glance is worth many words between people who 
al ready know the others' minds. Indeed, we often rehearsed small sections 
de liberately without words in order to refine these other forms of exores 
! 
Methods of Work Wi th The Actor 
sion and to create en stage a truly human experience • Young act ors 
I seem to have a tendency to act only when they have l ines t o speak . 
I have l earned and tried to apply the pri nciple i n The Cave Dwe llers , 
tha t about eighty percent of the business of acting takes pla ce in the 
areas where one has no lines . It is in the silences that any particular 
chara cter acquires whatever it i s that makes him say the words that he 
has been given. I n life word s migh t well spring from a vacueus mind ; 
i n a play, never • One habit ef mine is to provide an impromptu running 
dialogue for the actor s when they are in the early stages of rehearsal 
and still on the book. Th is patter of mi ne fi ll s up the non - speaking 
3 
part of the actor. A good actor, like my KI~G , reacts to my al most-consta t 
flow of words as i f they sprang from his own mi nd . He reacts to my words , 
looks , ques tions ,listens , moves submerges his thought processes to mine 
and speaks the l ines of the aujhor with confidence tha t spr ings from 
knowi ng just wha t it is that he i s about at any instant. Soon he can do 
t hi s for hi mself as he gets the habit of thinking f or the character . 
Images had a good effect . When we found that we wern ' t getting the 
desired effect from the GIRL , the image of a frightened bird was one 
that she could qui ckl y grasp and put to good use. The FATHER understood 
his attitude toward life only after I suggested that he might think like 
a sa l esman giving an i mpassioned pitch. 
As far as the various allegories i n the story go, I mentioned them 
infrequently and even then hastened to make clear that we were to play 
the character net what we felt they represented. At one point , because 
the KING was having difficulty with the deep ly seriousness of the shoe 
scene i n act two, scene four , I pointed out to him that I drew a parall el 
be tween his lo ss and the sacrifice of Chri st . He found a pla ce to raise 
Methods of work with the Actor 4 
hi s arms in the inevitable cruci fix ion gesture. The fact is that I was 
in faver of the gestur e. It wasn 't as obvious as it might we ll have been. 
It be l onged there to fit my interpr etation of the allegery. But I didn 1 t 
want the KING to arrive at the gesture mere l y to suit the allegory. I 
would have l iked it to spring from a natural response to the intense 
depression he was trying so desparate l y to express at that moment. 
He had arrived at the right expression for the wrong reasons. I discussed 
the al l egory mu ch less after that. Litt l e by l ittle, I felt, the thing 
that shoul d be simpl y alluded to could take over the story. The character 
of the KING could become as representational and as one demensional as a 
cardboard cut- out. I con tinued to stress the needs of the story • 
SPEECH 
I n casting The Cave Dwe l lers, I tried f or distinctivly different 
vei ces . Had the casting posslbilities bee n l arger I could have succeeded 
mere complete ly at this attempt. The MOTHER and the FATHER had definite 
voca l problems . On ly applied training and time can do what must be 
done te aid these two l ess experienced actors. 
As for vecal interpretation , I have me nt ioned earlier my thoughts 
I on the r e l ationship between styl e , l anguage and character • It is a 
fundamenta ltenet of acting that the actor speak as if the thoughts 
expressed i n the pl aywright ' s words were his very own being spoken for 
the first time. It is the actor ' s j ob to convince an audience that this 
is s• • Because the pl aywright of The Cave Dwell ers presents his play in 
a rather author itarian, didactic, self c ncious and beautiful! y arranged 
manner, the di r ector ' s probl em is to l ead his actors into chara cter 
portrayal s that can logica l ly and of necessity speak in this way • 
I 
I 
-4 Speech In erder t o ge t t he actors to interpret Saroyan ' s l ines according 
I I 
2 
I to the way I believed that they should be read ,we approached the script 1 
II very s l owly, .Before the lines had been l earned , but at a point where the I 
I. I 
general story line was fair ly clear , I would ofte n make the actors 
move through a s cene,pl aying their action, but making up their own 
dia l ogue . This served a number of purposes . It l et me see how we ll they 
I ! understood their action at any given moment . It a l lowed me to direct 
them in a situation that they invented and so understood personal ly 
without having to be transposed through a character . In terms ef spee ch , 
I the benefit here was that after some work on an improvisation they found 
that by applying the meaning of the improvi sed dialogue on the language 
of the script, that they could get the results that they desired. This, 
perhaps , sounds confusing but it is relativly simple. For instance; 
in an improvi sation on the first sce ne of the pl ay , at one point the 
I GIRL, who wants desperately to stay in the theatre has a line, " well,I 
I guess I ' d better go now." In the improvisation , after establishing her 
I rea l desire , the GIRL said , "Do I have to go now ?" Thereafter the words 
I of t he s cript we r e slanted by the GIRL , to convey the fact that she 
really had no desire to go at all , and what is more,she arrived at the 
proper reading through her own crea tive process rather than the much 
· less sati sfactory and usually sha l l ow effe ct of having to give her a I 
I 
simpl e repeat- after- me l ine reading • The l ines of the pl aywright 
became much more their owm after the actors had actually performed the 
II 
I 
I 
I 
scene with the most convenient language they could use to achieve their 
ends • 
I 
I 
Movement 1 
I believe that the stage movement was the weakest point in the play. I 
i 
If one thinks of the separate elements of any play properly, he sees 11 
that the set, the lighting, the costumes, music, sound effects and movemen~ 
have each their own statement to make upon the play • In a good pro- !I 
duction,each of these separate entities embodies the same interpretation 
and makes the same comment upon the incidents of the play. In effect, the 
story of any play is told, or presented in any full production, not once, 
but a number of times and in a variety of ways . To the practiced eye, 
for instance, a curtain going up quickly and lightly, revealing a brightly 
colored and brightly lit scene and people moving within the scene in 
I 
I general! y curvl'd movements, denotes a comedy is about to begin. This is I 
I 
true even if the spectator hasn't heard any musical overture, which II 
1
lwould also be geared to comedy and before the actors spoke a single line, I 
I 
I which would confirm all observations. Obviously this is no chance matter. 
The various aspects of a play, within the expressive possibilities of the 
limitations of each, must be thought of as separate and distinct art 
forms and treated as such • One must ask himself, "Does each of the forms 
lat my disposal, taken separately, express my thought at each point in 
I I the play and for the entire play ?" I have often thought it unfortunate 
I 
jthat the professional theatre for many reasons other than the physical 
~~labor involved, finds it necessary to employ so many specialists in any 
one production. The result is always a diversity of interpretations to 
more or less of a degree • 
I 
In the context of this need for integrated interpretation, I 
II 
feel I 
I that 
1lwi th 
I way 
the movement in the Cave Dwellers fell short. For instance, . k . I 1n eep1n 
the theatrical background of these characters, I might have found a 
for them to have used the stage more overtly. 
-
Movement 2 
My actual bl ocking for the most' part was strictly naturalistic and pure ly 
functiona l. I don 't feel that this was enough. More about that in 
the section of Hindsight Conclusions and eomments. 
Even though it was anticipated,the transition of the rehearsals 
from the classroom to the stage was an awkward ene for me. When the 
environment changed so did my feeling for some of the movement that had 
seemed right in the classroom. I had tried to project the idea of the 
requirements of the set upon all of the movement in rehearsal. Somehow 
the habits acquired from working in the classroom never were fully 
adjusted to the stage. The production , to me seemed crowded often, against 
the back wall. This I knew to be a direct result of the necessity of 
working in crampt quarters in class. It would have required a radical 
change of the pattern of movement we had evo l ved in class to really use 
the stage fully • It seemed that each time we changed too much,a sort 
of chain reaction was set up,fer each movement generally was connected 
by this time with a whole set of actions and attitudes that expressed 
themse lves in the movement. 
On the other hand I was pretty we ll satisfied with the individua l 
characterizations in terms of persena l movement. The Bear , because of 
limitations in the costume couldn't move as much as I would have liked, 
but what we did was very studied and carefully rehearsed. Indeed, early 
in rehearsals, the actress studied l ive bears precisely to determine 
the physica l mechanism involved and I was very pleased with her pantomime. 
The KING , I felt , became quite at ease in his large,over-extended 
gestures and I was convinced that his manner sprong from his personality. 
The GIRL was too streng until after it was caught, quite correctly, 
I 
I 
II 
Movement 3 
at the cri tique rehearsal. With rather l ittle extra work over the 
remaining week- end she adapted her movements to an image given her and 
• lin performance he ld to it quite we ll. The F THER found it a l ittl e diffi cul 
to relax and move naturally. More than anywhere else, this is where we 
had movement probl ems with a characterization. The subtl e differences 
between "naturalistic" stage movement and natural movement gave him some 
trouble. He tended to upstage himself and seemed a trifl e stiff much of 
the time. I feel now that it was a matter of timing, that is, the fraction 
of a second difference that it takes to think and establish an attitude 
and then move with assurance . He worked hard and,I fee l, accomplished 
quite a good deal in re l axation and surity • The MOTHER was another 
such probl em , but because she "slept" most of her time on stage it wasn ' t 
too crucial. She had a tendency to pose,despite repeated remonstr ations, 
with one foot pointed in the best dance form possible. 
The movement of both the QUEEN and the DUKE lent themselves to an 
extreme which I chose not attempt . The QUEEN might well have been 
played much more old and doddering but I believe it would have taxed the 
credibi l ity of the part , particularly for our audience, who would 
certainly have been aware of the extreme range between the age of the 
age of the character subtly rather than try to force make- up and movement 
beyond their l imits . I fe lt that the DUKE did quite enough, and no more 
than was necessary to suggest the retired old fighter. He had no persona l 
experience with regard to fighting or the movements of a fighter. I 
restri cted him to creating some "weight" to his movements, jumping up 
and down at one point, and punching his palm here and there. To have I 
done more wou l d have only made appare- t the fact that he had never boxed 
I 
Scenery 
For reasons mentioned i n Proj ected Styl es I chose to do The Cave 
Dwel l ers on the stage rather than on the f l oor or on platforms or any 
other of the many concei vabl e arrangements for presenting the play. 
Once I was settl ed upon this idea and bega n thinking of the play 
in these terms I be came more and more convinced that there was just no 
other way • In theory I am sti l l convinced. The set that we actual l y 
played in was not the one I had visualized • 
There was criticism that my stage was cluttered. This was true • 
It was obvious from the very beginning that even with the absolute 
I minimum of properties that the areas around the beds would present a 
jl probl em. I felt that if they could be moved to the extremes of the acting 
area, that they wou l d be l ess of a hindrance. However , my original idea 
I 
I had called for the stage door to be in the back wall to the left of 
center,through whi ch , we could see something of the outside; perhaps 
even a bl ank wa l l, but one could at least tell the time of day and 
see the snow when it was ne cessary. All of the entvances and exits 
woul d be made straight on and not at the rake from stage left that was 
required by the door unit that was available to us • The rear stage wall 
I had conceived as being scattered with prop flats, which would have 
added some color to the otherwise drab unit pieces. Unfortunately flats 
of the proper size were not in stock. I fee l that were they available, 
they V''ould have been all the set dressing required . This would have left 
more room free and added to the fee li ng of space I desired. I had intended 
also that a feeling of height be created. I wou l d have done this by 
masking off the l ow ceiling with a series of borders, and then suggesting 
1height beyond the sight line by "rigging" hanging in from above. 
1 The borders, also were unavailable I beli~'>v~=> it wnnlh:i h;1 vA wnr k,:~rl 
II 
J! 
II 
I' 
.I 
II 
I 
Li nh ti nn 
As a lighting designer, as well as the director of the Cave Dwellers, 
I recognize that much more might have been done in the way of achieving 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
more satisfactory results with the lighting of the show • There were adequate 
possibilities for many more subtle touches of color and mood. 
H As a matter of fact I had earlier requested permission to light the 
Cave Dwe llers myself because I saw it both as an interesting project from 
the lighting design point of view, and because,as director, I felt that 
my designing the lights would be beneficial to a unity of interpretation. 1 
I 
(Page 1, section on Movement) Some touches of my original ideas on lighting 
remained in the production. The ghost light on stage left, for instance, 1 
which, for purposes of simple staging might have been better hung suspended 
over the stage and out of the way was part of my original scheme. It was 
to have provided, in my own conception, the motivating light on stage. 
This is to say that it would have the effect of being the "warm side" of 
the lit actors and objects on stage and would have deliberately thrown 
pronounced shadows upon the right and up - right areas. 
II Another device I had planned upon, and which bore a direct connection to 
my Statement of Intention in regard to lighting, was a simple projection 
from an imagined sky light high above the stage which would throw the 
slanting shadows of the grid across the up - center wall. I had thought of 
using this principally at the very opening of the play , before the DUKE 
had turned on the ghost light. This device, I feel would have created 
I· 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
quite a bit of height and depth, as desired and also established the fact 1 
of late afternoon in a set which only infrequently can connect an audience 
to the outside environment . 
I As produced, we omitted these device s and most special effects in 
I' I 
I qeneral and tried for the simplest scheme possible. Since I had re-written 
====,==~~======~ 
D 
II 
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the dream scene with special care for lighting and sound (and incedentally, 
cutting out a number of characters who appear only in the dream, and that 
I felt wern't needed) I forced my designer to attempt to adhere to my plan 
f or that section . It never did work right and after the critique we cut 
that also. To my way of thinking, the lighting was so simple it was dull. 
I had hoped for a great deal of inter~lay between lights and sound, but, 
I'm afraid it was beyond our control. We eliminated as many moving parts 
as possible . 
II We faded into each scene and blacked out quickly at the end of all but 
the final scene, at which point we held the backing light up even after 
the I<ING had left the stage . The play ended when the light from the outside , 
1 falling on -the floor of the stage, faded out. 
MUSIC 
I should mention, for better or worse, because it isn't mentioned 
elsewhere, that the tunes for the Rock , Rock,Rock lullaby was composed by 
me, as was the music for the BEAR ' S performance and the Jimmy Jellico bit. 
The CREDO which I remember from my younger days of singing in the choir, 
i 
II 
I 
although I don ' t know the composer , was played by me on the harmonica • 
The How do you QQ MY Partner is traditional 
COSTUMES 
I hac asked the designer for "a shoddy elegance". I think we did lean 
a little too much toward the e l egance side of the scale. What was aval able 
in stock for the other possibility was too extremely shoddy to my way of 
I 
thinking . I couldn't accept the fact that a person as proud as the KI NG or II 
QUEEN would not have patched, however inadequately, their torn clothing. 
I didn ' t want to see rags and that was the only other a lternative • 
-
-
Production Timetabl e 
FEB . 13 , Tues . 3 - 5 P. M. Admira l Bldg . 
FEB . 14 , WED . 3 - 5 :30 P. M. Admiral Bldg . 
FEB . 15, Thur s. 3 - 8 P. M. Admiral Bl dg . 
FEB . 16 , FRI . 3 - 8 P.M. Admiral Bldg. 
FEB . 17, Sat . 1:30 - 4 :30 P. M. Admi r al Bldg . 
FEB. 20, Tues . 3 - 5 :30 P. M. Admiral Bl dg . 
FEB . 21 , Wed . 3 - 5 :30 P. M. Admi r al Bl dg . 
FEB. 22 , Thurs . 1: 30 - 5 P. M. Admi ral Bldg. 
FEB . 23 , Fri . 3 - 7 P. M. Admi r al Bldg . 
FEB . 24 , Sat. 1:45 - 5 P. M. Admiral Bldg . 
FEB . 27, Tues . 3 ~ 5 :30 P.M. Admiral Bldg . 
FEB . 28 , Wed . 3 - 5 :30 P.M. Admiral Bldg . 
MAR . 1, Thurs . 3 - 8 P.M. Admi r al Blgg. 
MAR . 2, Fri . 3 - 7 P. M. Admi r al Bl dg . 
MAR . 3, Sat. 2 ... 9 P.M. 210 
MAR . 4 , Sun. 2 - 11 P. M. 210 
MAR. 5 , Mon . 3 : 30 • 10 P.M. 210 
MAR . 6, Tue . 3:30 - 10 P. M. 210 
MAR . 7, Wed . 3 :30 - 10 P. M. 210 
MAR . 8 , Thurs . 3 :30 - 11 P. M. 210 
MAR . 9, Fri. 7: 30 - 9:30 210 
MAR . 10 , Sat . 2 - 10 P. M. 210 
MAR . 11, Sun. 2 - 10 P. M. 210 
MAR . 12, Mon . e: OO P. M. 210 
MAR . 13, Tues . 4 :00 P. M. 210 
Reading , Improvisations Sc . 1 & 2 
Sc. 1 & 2, block 
Sc. 1 & 2, R. T. Sc. 3 &4, block. R. T. Act I 
Run ISc. 2,3 , &4 . Block II s c. 3 & 4 . 
work I - 2, 1- 3 
Read Act II , Work on Act I - 1 
Bl ock Act II -1 
Run Act II - 1 & 2 Act I-1 & 2. 
Run Act I . 
Run Act I-1 , 2, 3. Work on II - 4 
Work on Act II - 2 & 3 
Run Act 1. Work on Dream Sc . 
Set Dream Sc. Work on II- 5 & 6 
Run Act I . Run Act II . 
Run through 
R. T. 
R. T. 
R. T. 
R. T. 
R. T. {Tech)- Dress Parade 
R. T. (Tech) - Dress Rehearsal 
Critique Rehearsa l 
Work on criticisms 
Tech. Polish . R.T. 
Performance 1 
Performance 2 
Rehearsal Log 
#1 . FEB . 13 , 3- 5 PM. 
Still short two characters . Do exercises in the first two scenes . 
Advised Marty , who is to be our BEAR to go to the zoo and study them. 
Improvised with the actors on scenes 1 and 2. Use of their own words 
gives me insight into their understanding of the scene. It will also 
help to-make the lines their own since before memorizing the lines 
they have,in effect ,created the situation themselves. This also tends to 
emphasize the ACTION of the character. When they learn lines they must 
find a way to make the words suit the action . 
Told them to investigate how they feel about each of the other characters 
and how they think each of the others feels about him (or her) . Striving 
for individuals . 
Gave script to Lighting Designer • Gave Cast, as it stands to J . V.N. 
#2. FEB. 14 , 3-5 :30 P. M. 
Outlined blocking for scenes 1 and 2 • Walked through them. Added Jon Ogden 
as FATHER . Really too young . Has vocal problem. Is a little tall for contrast 
with BEAR. Seems eager , however , and lots of energy . Now lack only DUKE. 
Looks as if possibility of using Dale R. is out . Too bad. May have to 
wait until major is running to find an actor • 
~3 . FEB . 15 , 3-8 P. M. 
Ran through and set blocking for scenes 1 and 2. Read and sketched in 
the blocking for scenes 3 and 4 • Ran 1 through 4 . This is entire first act . 
Worked on act II scene 3 • QUEEN is asking questions here that the GIRL 
has been afraid to ask herself ••• and the QUEEN knows it. Worked with the 
two actresses back to back for a while . In effect the QUEEN then becomes for the 
girl an extension of her own mind . The resistance is within herself not 
an argument with the QUEEN per :se . Seems to be a good understanding . 
Still encourage using their own words until the text comes easier. 
KING 'S dinner bit in I - 3 is pretty good, but too funny. Emphasize need 
of a clean break between comic and pathetic . "A man stops doesn't he ?" 
#4. FEB. 16 , 3- 8 P.M. 
Can ' t get Dale out of Major Prod . He has a one-liner , but ,of course, 
must attend all of these final rehearsals. Says he will play both parts . 
I will start rehearsing him Tues . 2/20 . Pointed out to Dennis that the KING 
is a bad actor . He accepted it a bit reluctantly as I had expected. The fact 
is he's much too funny to be turned loose on such an improvisation. 
Dale tells me he has a real fear of blowing lines . Strange, but he ' s 
honestly quite worried about it . Something that developed over an experience 
last summer , he says • Told him I didn 't really care what he said as 
long as he knew what he was DOING . The lines will come . 
Long improvisation with KING ' s shoe scene ,I I-4. Hard to make him see 
the real depth of his loss . Seems he has played it befor and the point 
was missed . He has some habits here . Talked about the symbolical nature 
of the man ' s loss . Which to me seems to be God saying that the sacrifice 
of Christ had been in vain if no one recalls it • "If I 've lost my art 
wl1at good is my shoe?" 
Ran act one scenes 2, 3,4 up to the entrance of the BEAR etc . Then ran 
II - 3 and4 both haverather strong emotionalism which must be worked on . 
#5 . FEB . 17 , 1:30-4: 30 P.M. 
I-2 • Changed blocking a little . Worked on KING's entrance . I- 3 KING has 
been dragging his "uptown speech". Managed to speed that up a bit • His 
"bit" is going well but its quite a strain for him--good raport throughout--
good workers all . They really use each other and I try to encourage more . 
Wrote a tune for the lullaby. (Rock,rock,rock to sleep etc) Meryl is 
something to the left of a vocal prodigy--oh , well • 
#5 CONT. 
Must work on ensamble reactions during KING ' s bit . Its all important 
to understanding it as anything more than a diversion . 
*note •• try KING mumbling or whispering Hatchet,latchet etc. I know he 
doesn ' t mean it , but it sounds as if he ' s trying to be funny . Try not to 
say the words . -
*Tues. start with DALE . 
*Ask Nancy to add Jon to J . V. N. 's list . 
~FEB . 20, 3-5:30 P.M . 
Silent Boy missing. Need him tomorrow . Read act II with entire ca s t,except S.B. 
up until entrance of BOSS • Worked act I-1 with DUKE t his is his first 
time in the blocking , although he has read it with the GIRL. 
#7 FEB. 21 , 3- 5 :30 
Act II-1 • Think I have pretty nearly the final blocking here . Opening is 
"waiting for the DUKE " Silent Boy is fine • 
Given a crew today . Prod mgr . R. Rickner , Chief , R. Solot . 
Have yet to see my designer . 
* Make appointment with H.A. 
#8 FEB. 22 , 1:30-5 P. M. 
Run actii 1 and 2 • Run act I scenes 1 and 2. 
Run Act I including shifts done in dark . Notes . 
#9 FEB. 23 , 3- 7 P.M . 
READ sc 5 and 6 of act II . Runthrough of act I sc . 1, 2, and3. 
Work on shoe scene II-4 • 
#10 FEB. 24 , 1:45-5 P. M. 
Think the movement is pretty well set in II-2 and 3. 
Work on attitude of GIRL at end of II-3 . 
KING beginning to look very good in II -4 not yet standardized so that he 
can duplicate it exactly every time . The feeling as a whole is very rig ht 
and strong . It will get stronger . 
#11 FEB. 27 , 3-5 :30 P. M. 
Appointment with H.A. Set up appointment for thurs 3/1 with Designer . 
Nancy held rehearsal of act !--Good for her ! Actors pleased with her too . 
I worked them on dream scene , I-4 • 
#12 FEB . 28 , 3- 5 :30 P. M. 
Did act I scene 4 . Set dream scene . II- 6 Many entrances and exits • Clumsy. 
GIRL doesn't really <want the DUKE but will sacrifice herself rather than 
hurt him. She is in a spot when she finds the Silent boy here but DUKE 
making a sacrifice for her gives them to each other . She looks at DUKE over 
the shoulder of Silent Boy , a "thank you", DUKE : Thank you Sir . Exits . 
He has performed a complete act of love in g1v1ng her what she wants most . 
II- 5 BOSS and QUEEN at set table R. C. BOSS must be much stronger . 
Do act II from beginning . In dinner bit KING must ask for applause . this lets us 
and the group know that he is through with a bit . It is the mark of a 
bad comic . They applaud when he asks,not because he ' s funny--but because 
they love him and don ' t want to hurt him by spoiling his proud illusion . 
Now have final blocking for II-6 and about half of II-5. Meryl (GIRL) is 
a little "down" today. 
#13 Mar.l 3- 8 P. M. 
Finished blocking II- 5 Runthrough act I . Supper . Runthrough act II . 
Get a time check on R. T. Act ! ,without stops 55 min . act !!,without stops 70 min 
Not bad for this stage of the game 
#14 MAR . 2, 3- 7 P. M. 
RUNTHROUGH- supper-RUNTHROUGH notes 
#15 MAR . 3, 2- 9P . M. 
Much time today spent on technical things . Getting used to stage. 
Some sound is taped. Taped some more . Wrote song for Jimmy Jellico for 
KING's little soft shoe . Did rehearsal tape of Credo for sound people . 
Runthrough after supper show is down and slow as would be expected 
first day on stage . 
#16 MAR .4 , 2- ll P. M. 
Runthrough-- stop and go ' til supper . Then complete runthrough withou t stops . 
First act still 55 min with the shifts . Act II 65 min . with shifts . Much 
be t ter but can still whittle more time from both . 
#17 MAR .5 , 3 :30-10P . M. 
Runthrough- supper-runthrough , notes 
#18 MAR . 6 , 3 :30- 10P . M. 
Runthrough-supper- runthrough , notes 
#19 MAR . 7 , 3 :30-lOP .M. 
Dress parade . Runthrough with sound . Up til now sound equipme nt had 
been unavailable . Run act one for Ed Thommen . 
#'20 MAR • 8, 3 : 30- 11 P. M. 
Run act one . Tech act one supper- tech act II . Dress rehearsal "pretty good" . 
Lights have a habit of going out before the end of act I sc.4 as if the act 
were over before the FATHER gets on stage . Took a few pictures . 
#21 MAR9 , 7:30-9:30 
Critique rehearsal . Generally good . Lights sloppy,Meryl too slow and strong, 
Dennis out of control in only one but an important moment , Need bridge 
betvveen scenes . 
#22 MAR10 , 2- 5 , 7-10 P. M. 
Work on GIRL,she thinks being quieter changes her character . Actually 
more character , less Meryl . Make Queen more theatrical. Fix place in 
shoe scene where KING had a tendency to become comic, reblock exits in 
final scene which were blocking sightlines, Give line reading to BOSS, 
fix sight gag with BEAR and FATHER , tighten up KINGS dinner bit,redo dream lights 
#23 Add sound to cover scene bridges . Runthrough with emphasis on 
changes . Looks good . 
MAR . 12 first perf • half hour call at 7:30 . 
MAR.l3 second perf • half hor call at 3 :30 • 
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Critical Notices 
Notes Taken After Critique Performance ~ 2, 1962 
1. The play was too l ong . 
2. It lacked variety from scene to scene . 
3. The first act was labored . 
4. Symbolism was unclear. Message of each scene , therefore,missing . 
5. Music is needed between scenes . 
6. The Dream sequence was too involved . 
7.Blocking in certain key moments is awkward . 
8.GIRL pl aying on one level . Starjs high and has nowhere to grow to. 
9. DUKE 'S makeup "mask- like". Wrong color. 
10. QUEEN should be more theatrical . More "grand ". 
11. BOSS was much too weak. 
12. KING , in dinner scene , should get his impetus to perform from applause of 
the other characters . 
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The Cave Dwellers 
ACT ONE 
SCENE I 
The play hap('ens on the stagr of an abandoned theatre 
on thr lower Hast Side of 1\"ew l'ork, in the midst of 
a slum-clearing projrct. 
The~·r arc thrcr makrshift bunks on the stage. On 
onr of them lirs a woma11 called t!t e QuEEN, who 
coughs now and thfll in her sleep. 
A man called the Dui.; E comes in quirtly, studies 
l i ' :ht 
C U P 
1 
2 
the fac e of thr QuEEN , picks up a pile of malluscripts----~---
of old plays, dumps them in a corner, opens the top 4 
one mtd stands, lool·ilt g at it.-------------------l 
A series of EXPLOSIONS begin, one after another, 
sound 
CUP 
18 
4A 
to which he half-listens. ------------------------ -
A GIRL com es noming dm 1•n the stage alley to the 
sta f(e doo r_ She makes se<·eral unsuccessful att empts 
to open it, finally pushes it open, comes in, and runs 
to the fa rth est bunk, gets in, and pulls the covers 
over her head. 
Th r Dm;E goes to the bunk in which the GtRL is 
hidiug . . 1.ftcr a m omc11t , shr puts her head out, looks 
around, notices the D U K E, looks at him out of terror-
stricken eyes , 
GmL. For the Jove of God , what u•as that? 
DuKE. All right. now. Tt'~ only the wrecker~. They're 
knocking down the rott en old huildings around here. 
GIRL. (Gets on hrr feet .) Oh . T didn't know where to 
run. (Looks around. ) Where am I? 
IS 
. q. I 
'-
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DUKE. This is an old theatre. Here, I'll show you. This 
is the stage. There's the orchestra pit , out there's the 
auditorium, up there's the balcony. Can you see? 
s ound 
c e 
GIRL. Yes, now I can see all right. I've never seen a 
theatre from the stage before. It makes me feel- -well, kind 
of proud, I guess. I don't know wlzy. but it does. (She stops 
suddenly and then speaks softly.) Well, I guess I'd better 
go now. Thanks very much. 
DUKE. That's all right. -----------------.. 
GIRL. (Begins to go, stops, turns.) Of course, I'd much 
rather stay. Can I? 
5A 
DUKE. Here? No, this place is for us. The Queen over 
there, sick . The King. He 'll be back pretty soon. And me. 
I'm the Duke. Just names, of course. The Queen used to 
be on the stage. The King used to be a clown- he was in 
vaudeville and he did Shakespeare. too- and I used to be 
in the ring. We've been like a family almost a month now, 
and this is our home. 
GIRL. Could it be my home, too? 
DuKE. No, no, we've got rules and regulations. There 
are other places for other people. 
GIRL. Where are the other places? 
Dur< E. All over. This is our place. We found it, and it's 
a theat re. They're going to knock it down pretty soon, 
but until they do we 've got our- (Softly) rules and 
regulations. 
GIRL. What are the rules and regulations? 
DUKE. People of the theatre only. Being in the ring is 
being in the theatre , too, because-well, the King says so. 
Besides, after I lost my title, I went on tour. This isn 't 
the first time I've been on the stage. It's just the first 
time that I've lived on one. 
GIRL. Couldn't I , too? 
DuKE. Are you an actress? 
GIRL. Oh, no. But I am tired and I've got to find some place to stay. 
Dui<E. (Looks over at the QuEEN, speaks softer.) Well, 
what have you done? 
. --· ·--
\ 
~ 
GIRL Can I ? Stay ? 
1)UKE Help me. Help Me ? 
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GIRL. Well, I was at a place where they put guns to-
gether. 
DuKE. What did vou rlo there? 
GIRL. I was on hanuners. I never sa,.,. the whole gun. 
DuKE. Real guns? 
GIRL. I don 't think sn. The name of the plare \\':1..':; U.S. 
Toy. 
DuKE. Did the company ever put on entrrtainmcnts ( 
GIRL. Not while I was there. 
DuKE. At srhnot did you do anything? 
Gmr.. (Shakes head.) Oh, no, I was too shy. Too shy 
at U. S. Toy, too. 
DuKE. IVhv ? 
GIRL . I've a{;vays been shy. r\nd afraid , too. 
DuKE. t\fraid of u• ltal ? 
GIRL. I don't know . Everything, I guess, and~very-
body. 
D uKE. Are you afraid of mr? 
GIRL. vVell , no, but l am afra id I won't find a place to 
stay. 
DuKE. Why don't you go home? 
GIRL. I haven't got a hlln H.'. ( Pause.) Can J? Stay? 
DuK E. You 're y•Jung. This is no place for you. 
GIRL. Plrase don't make me ~o away. J rion "t know why, 
but I don 't feel so ~cared here. I kind of feel at home here . 
D uKE. You\·e _go t tn he in the theatre. The King says 
so, and we all a~reed. 1 le beliews in the thea tre. lt's like 
a religion with him . So ''"h:~t am 1 go ing to tell him ? He re·~ 
a scared girl? No place to go? 
GIRL . Could Y<lll tcadz me to be in the theatre. maybe? 
DuKE. No , that's not thf' same thing at all. Hut haven't 
you ever done any thing in front of people to make them 
feel happy , or sad, or proud of themselves? 
GIRL . I remember a sidewalk game that used to make 
me happy. (rausc .) 
One potato, two potato, three potato , fonrl 
Five potato . ~ix potato, seven potato morel 
DuKE. Anything rise ? 
GIRL. (Stands stiffly, salules .) I pledge allegiance to 
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the Flag. and to the Republic for which it stands. One 
nation , indi visible, with liberty and ju~tice for all. 
DUKE . (Considers what he has heard.) \Vel! , you've 
been to the theatre. You've seen what they do. Can you 
do anything like that ? 
GIRL. I never went to the theatre very much- too ex-
pensive. At U.S. T oy . though, I used to dream a lot. and 
it was kind of like stuff I'd seen in the movies. One whole 
afternoon T put the hammers in upside down. \\'ell, of 
course. they fired me. They almost fired another girl first, 
but it wasn't her. It was me. 
DuKE. What were you dreaming about ? 
GIRL. Oh . ( Pause, shyly) l don 't know. 
DuKE. \Vas it like a sho11· on a stagr? 
GlllL . I don 't think so . because it was only me. But I 
was different. I was beautiful. 
D uKE. ( After thillki11~ ) \\'e ll , I'll trll the King you 're 
in the theatre. No harm in telling him, I guess. 
GlRL. Will you? 
DuKE. Yes. In a way you arr. !\t any rate, you 're here. 
And who knoll's? l\lavbe he'll belic,·e us. 
GIRL . Thank you. ·(She seems allxious and afraid, as 
wrll as relieved.) 
DuKE. When l was afraid just before a f1ght 1 usrd to 
jump up and down, like this. ( lie dcmomtmtr.s.) J alw:1ys 
wall ted to holl er, too, hut of course I coulcln ' t . Thr\·'d 
think I was crazy. A fighter 's got to be sure they don 't 
think he 's crazy. But if I'd been able to holl er just before 
my big fight , I'd never have lost the crown . ( He looks up, 
whispers.) H elp me. ( He shouts.) Help me? 
(Th e Qu EEN sits up, sltakes her head as if to sec 
more clearly . watches.) 
It's what I U'tll lfcd to do. It's what I should have done . Tt 's 
what l1xe~•cr did . What a fool I was. ( li e sits dow11 .) 
( The GTR L goes to him . rrachrs a hand out timidlv, 
places it on his head, as a small hand on the head aj 
a bi~ sad do g.) 
( Aftrr a mo111 cnt he looks up at her, stands.) About being 
in the theatre. Can you sing, for instance? 
/· Q I 
-
( <it I 
-
lin h -t sound 
c:::;: c~ 
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GIRL. ( /-l al f sings.} How do you do , my partner. How 
do vou do toda v? 
J) uKE. Not b~c\. 
GIRL. \\'ill ypu dance in a circle, if 1 show you the way? 
Qu EEN . Welcome to the theatre, Girl, whoever you are! 
CURTAiN---------------~ 
ACT ONE 
ScENE II 
0 A little later. The GIRL has tidied up tire p/a((' . Roth 1111 nrcupirrl bunks arc nwdc, the tatll·rs a11d rags 
straighten ed 1111d folded neatly . She is now ..:<i:Jm?"r';,t;;•P':.JJ"':LJ.'i' •":l.4"' -----------" 
the jloor. Tire QuEE N 7c•atchcs, sits up, rests her head 
0 11 Iter elbow. 
QUEEN. Well, now. \vhere is the King? 
D u KE. He'll be here pretty soon. Just rest now, Queen . 
Sleep. QuEEN. More ~ \rep? Sleep and sleep? (S hakes Iter 
hwd.) Remember this. Duke. And you, Gi rl. lf l sleep 
:111d it 's time to ca t, wake me. However deep my sleep may 
be. Lift me up out of my bed if net>d be. Stand beside me, 
one to the right and one to the left. and if T still sleep , 
walk with me, until I am awake again. Understand? 
DuKE. All right , now, don 't worry. We'll wake you up. 
QuEEN . You, Girl, if I sleep when it's time, you'll get 
me up? 
GIRL. Yes, Queen. QUEEN. A momenl ago I spoke of something. What ·was 
it 1 spoke of a moment ago? 
D uKE. No need to remember what you ~poke of. 
QuEEN. I sa id something. 'v\ihat did I say? I remem-
bered something and then I ~id something. (Sleepily) 
But now I can't remember any more. (Sit e falls back.) 
7!\ 
RA 
-
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DUKE. (Stands over her. Turns away, to the GIRL.) She's asleep again. 
GmL. Shouldn't she have a doctor? 
DuKE. She's old. that 's all. She's been this way the 
whole month ! \·e been here. And then all of a sudden she'~ 
up, and alive, and young ancl beaut iful, too. There just. 
isn't enough food that"s all. She ought to have more food. Better food. 
GmL. I won 't eat. 
DuKE. You've got to eat. 
GIRL. I'll go away, if you want me to. Du ~o.:E . That"s up to the King, now. (The DUKE brings 
thr ma11uscript out of his back pocket, begins to read it again.) 
( The GIRL continues to sweep. The KINe: romrs in, an 
old, hard, Iran man with a l011g lined face. He is in 
rags, and y et he moves in a kind of human grandrur. 
He carries a paper sark with a round loaf of bread 
in it. As ltr moves he seems to be deep in thought . 
The DUKE 1111d the GIRL wait for him to notice them , but he is11' t !on king.) 
KING. Enough of violence. Enough, I say. Be done wiU1 it. Have done with it. 
DUKE. (Clears his throat to attract his attention.) King? 
KING. (Tums, al111ost unsrcing.) Yes? What is it? 
DUKE. 1 looked for work all day. Any kind. They seem 
to be afraid of me, or something, that 's all. I looked for 
money in the ~tree t s, too. I got home a little while ago 
to find the Quren delirious again. 
KING . Enough of violence. 
DUKE. YVhat violence ? Where? 
KING . In- in- in each of us-crouched, waiting. In 
everything we do- --and think, e1·en. Enough of it. (Soft-
ly.) Christ. how the people ha te one another to pass the 
beggar as if he weren't there. To be deaf to his shameful 
c;. (_!_I \ 
!_7 0 ~ \ 
-- - -
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words . A small coin fur a ~reat need . (Subcrly.) I've 
begged all day. beggerl of my inferior~. 
DLIKE. I hope you'1•r had a litt.l e luck. 
KING. Thi~ loaf of bread. old and h;.ml. but brrad, at 
any ratr. ( Fishes into his porket, co111es up 1c·i.th a jrw 
coins , jinf!.les tlt em, open~ his jis t, looks at tltem.) These 
few sad coin~. 1 \ ·e begged before. Bad luck in the coins , 
but wor~r in thr violence-- theirs and mv own. I've 
already called them my infe rior~ . l'erhap~ - thry are n't. 
But if they arc, there's no need for me to say 50. Enough , 
1 'm sick of it. ( N otircs the (; 11u .. ) Who 's that standing 
there? 
D uKE. She'~ in the thea!rr, too, like ourselves. She 
~peaks well, and ha~ a plea~ant singing voice. (Gestures 
at the beds.) She':; a helpful girl. But she's ready to go, if 
we don't want her. 
KI NG. \Vhy ~hou ld the girl go? There's a whole loaf of 
bread. (Goes to the GIRL.) \\ 'clcome, Girl. And don't be 
afraid of me. I saw no eyes all day that were 110t afraid, 
a nd the violence of it has hurt me again. deepe r than ewr. 
In the day~ ~one I covered this face with wh ite grease, 
and red - the clo'' n ·s nwsk. Hut this face is the mask, and 
the other is my true fa ce. Welcome, and do not be afraid . 
(The GmL nods.) 
( H c places til e coins in her ha11d.) H ere is the whole day's 
gain. Buy something for the Queen. Milk, or medicine, or 
whatever. 
GIRL. Yes, sir. 
KINC. (To tlte Dun:. ) There were other gains. I saw 
a dog on a leash . held by a woman in furs . I S\rear that 
dog spoke to me with its eyes as clearly as if it had 
spoken with its b rea th and tc, ngue and t l't'l h and palate. 
Hey , beggar! beggar' I'd gi~·e my soul to change places 
with you for 011lv one turn of th e U'Orld ! The woman in 
furs gave me nnthing. not e1·cn th e dirty look I 've come 
to count on, and CITn to cherish a little, s ince I am of the 
theatre . and li1·c on being seen , evr n if hatefully. Any 
kind of a look is better than none a t all. The words of the 
eyes of the small dog were a great gain, and another was 
,_, 
·V. 
QUEEN I did them all, you know ••• 
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a thought that came to me soon afterwards. A bitter 
thought, but a true one, and so I must pass it along. When 
I was ri ch-- Girl , I have been rich- when I wsa abroad 
in the world, away from the stage, and came upon a beg-
gar- old , twi"ted , deformed, ugly, dirty, better than half 
dead- (Stretches out his arms slowly.) - while I was 
a wit in the world , a maker of wild laughter and joyous 
sorrow among the multitudes, did I notice the beggar? 
Did I see him, truly? Did I understand him? Did I love 
him ? Did I give him money? (Softly) No, I did not. In 
my soul I said, Let him be dead and out of my way. That 
was a gain. Bitter, but a ga in . Violence! My own violence, 
come home! 
QuEEN. Oh, stop your shouting. (She sits on the bunk, 
as the GIRL watches .) 
KING . Oh, you are awake, then? 
Q uEEN . Wide awake. 
KING. And there's my bed. That makes a day. Up in 
the mornin,g. Out to beg. Back in the evening. The table. 
The food. The company. The talk. And then to bed. (Soft -
ly) I love it too much. 
QuEEN. Well, you 're home again , at any rate, and as 
you see, I'm up again. There's one good hour in me every 
day, still. One good queenly hour. (To the GIRL.) I did 
them all, you know- Catherine, Mary, Ann, Bess. and 
all the others. A young girl from the most common of 
families , if in fact you could call it a famil y at all . A poor 
weary mother, a poor drunken father, a dirty houseful of 
dirty brothr rs and sisters. I sometimes marvel at the way 
I turned out. 
KIN G. Turned out or turned in , the table's ready, if 
you are . 
QUEEN. I have never been readier , sir. 
KI NG. Your arm then, Woman. (He takes her by the 
arm.) 
(The DuKE and tlze GIRL watch, and then do the same.) 
l i q! 1-l:: sound 
cue cue 
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SCENE III 
After supper, they arr aU at the table. 
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The KI NG and the QuEEN are chewing the last of the 
bread. 
KI NG. Well. that's the end of the bread. 
QuEEN. ( 8rii!,l!tlv. almost gaily) Yes , we've eaten it all. 
KING . Uptown the lights are on. The theatre;; are ready. 
The ticket s are sold. The players are putting on their 
make-up and getting into their costumes. In a moment 
the curtains wi ll go up , and one by one the plays will 
begin and The Great Cnod Friend out there- (lie ges-
tures toward the auditarium.) - will look and listen. And 
little by little 5omething will stir in his soul and come to 
life--a smi le, a memory, a reminder of an old forgotten 
truth, tender regret, kindness. In short, the secret of the 
theatre. 
GIRL. (Childlike) What is the secret of the thea tre ? 
QuEEN. Love , of course. Without love. pain and failure 
are pain and fai lure, nothing else. But with love they are 
beauty and meaning themselves. 
GIRL. Oh. 
QuEEN. (Acts.) Entreat me not to leave thee: for 
whither thou got'st, I will go; ami where thou lodgest, I 
will lodge: thy people shall be my people, and where thou 
diest, will I die. 
KING. Bravo, you did that very well. 
QuEEN. Oh. King. do a clown's bit. A kingly clown's bit. 
KING. I bt'long uptown. I still do. I was born there, and 
then I was put out. 
QuEEN. Are you an actor, or a sac! old man like all the 
other sad old men? I thought it was agreed. We are of 
the theatre. You are to perform, not to be performed 
upon: 
l iqh1. 
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KI NG . (Puts a crumb in his mnutlz.) I'm still eating. 
Would you ha, ·e eatin~ a performance. too? 
Q uEEN. Wou ld yo u ha ve it something else? Could it 
possibly be !"omethin _g ehe? Do a bit about eating! 
KI N G. \\'e just did that bit , didn 't we? ( He puts a 
crumb between his uppa and lower teeth and crushes it 
with one dclibl'l'a tely large chomp.) 
QuEEN. This time n•itlwut bread. For its own dea r ~ake . 
KI NG. I am challenged, Woman. You know I would kill 
myself for art. 
Qu EEN. Or us- from the wonder of it. 
KI NG. ( He gets up quickly.) The grea t man comes to 
the famous restauran t. hungry and hushed, and thou~ht­
ful , because he rememiJers when he was nobody and the 
world was s till fa r-away. No\\' . he wears the unmistakab le 
scowl of superiority, and so the arrogant headwaiter bows 
humbly, and conduc ts him quickly and sil ently to thr best 
table in the pla(e. However, before accepti ng the head -
waiter 's offer to sit-- ( He indicutrs the drau•ing-nut of a 
chair.) - - he stands a moment to notice who else has come 
to the holy joint, and to be noti ced by them. 
(The QuEEN leans forward, delighted both witlt his 
work a11d her success in having prnvoked him into it .) 
But who is he? (Pause, extra clearly, nnw loud, now soft, 
im•c1zting u•ildly .) Is he perhaps the new Secreta ry of 
State, befo re hi" flr :< t fl ight to-- (Searches for 1111 inept 
des tination.) Dubro1•11ik? T he Spa ni sh piani ~ t from 
Palma of the Canary Islands? The man who cli scove rcri 
the flaw in the theory of cycles? He who invenlerl the law 
of loss, or was it only the lollip0p? Or i ~ he pr rhaps the 
man who learned the language of the Arab tribes. b rought 
the wa rring chie fs together, engineered the businrss of 
the oi l ? (Slight pause. ) Let them try tu guess, it's good 
fo r them. Tn any case, it's time to sit and cat. fle eats. and 
eats, one rare dish a ft er another. (Comically a.,tonislml.) 
But ·what 's this with the crepe suzettes ? A fi·)'. isn 't it? A 
commo11 fly ? ( He stops.) 
(The Q UEEN waits expu;tantly. He does not go on.) 
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QuEEN. (Softly) Well, why do you stop? 
KING. ( Earncstl_v) lt 's part of the bit. A man stops, 
doesn •t he? Sucldenlv ? Unaccountably? He remembers, 
and he think~, doe~n't he? Is it worth it? All the trying, 
and a ll the eating? (Slowly, very clearly) Joe's dead. 
Mary ·s divorced. Johnny's boy is stealing automobiles. 
Pat's girl is breaking up the home of a dentist. 
QuEEN. Bravo! 
KIN<.. Thank you for stopp ing me. I might have gone 
on forever. from loneliness and despair. (Pause.) Girl, it'~ 
your turn. Do a bit, please. 
GIRL. A bit? 
DUKE. (Whispering) The P ledge! 
GIRL. (Salutes.) 1 pledge allegiance to the Flag, and to 
the Republic for which it stands. One nation, indivisible, 
with liberty and .iu~tice for all. 
KING. Wha t bit is that? 
DUKE. The National Pledge, King! 
KING. I k11ow it"s the National Pledge. But who the devil put it in a play? 
DuKE. One of tlw new playwrights. 
KI NG. Yes. They ·re doing that sort of thing these days, 
aren't they? (Leaps to his feet, and speaks with a joyous 
lilt to his voice, almost singing) Ah, Lord, what a lark it is 
to li ve! just to live- like a mouse. even. (He does a light 
skipping step and breaks into song.) 
Jimmy J ell ico, down the road , 
Come out of your house and dance with Daisy. 
Come out. my fooli sh, laughing, silly Jimmy. 
Your 1\Ia is mad, your Pais crazy, 
Come out, come out. and dance with Daisy. 
DUKE. King. J didn·t know you could sing, tool 
KING. (Softly) Your ma is mad , your pa is crazy. 
(Pause.) And over there ·s the bed. I sometimes think I 'm 
dead and have just remembered. It's most strange. And 
then suddenly there I am - not dead. And that s more ~tran ge than the other. Your turn then, Duke. A scene 
from a play, please. 
DUKE. (Opens the manuscript.) The first act of a play 
; 
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about some people who have come to a little hotel on a 
side ~trcct in a gre:tt ci ty . 
KI NG. Yes, yes, in search of- What are they in search 
of, Girl? 
D uKE. ( !T'hispers, as GIRL turns fa him for help.) Now, 
just don't be afraid. that's all. Tell him . 
GIRL. \\-'ell , one's looking for hi~ father, another 's look-
ing for his mother. Another's looking for a home, another 
for a place to hide-
QuEEN. There is no hiding. N one wha tsoever. It can 't 
be clone . 
KI NG. Ah. let her go on. will you? One seeks a home, 
another a hiding place. Go on . Girl. 
GIRL. One's looking for a husband, another for a wife. 
Dur<E. (Turni11g a page of the manuscript) Ah , here 
we are. T he lobby of the hotel. (Tc the GIRL.) The mo-
ment I saw yo u I was sure I knew you. 
GrRL. I was sure I knew you, too. 
KI NG . Is that from the play? 
D u KE. Yes, King. The moment I saw you I was sure I 
knew you. 
G rRL. J was sure I knew you, too. 
QuEEN . No. no, don't go back . Ne<,er go back. 
D uKE. But the line's repeated , Queen. 
QuEEN. Ah , well, then. 
D uKE. (Acts.) I said to myself, I know her. I've seen 
her before. 
G1RL. J said to myself. I know him. I've seen him before. 
KI NG . (Aft er a pause.) Go on, please. . 
DUKE. (Su•ift/y) That's all there is. He t ries to smile 
and be polite. and so does she, but it doesn 't help, so she 
goes up to her room, and he goes out into the street. 
KI NG. Another new playwright, I presume. 
D uKE. Yes. sir. 
KI NG. Very strange, I must say. 
QuEEN. It 's not strange at all. 
KI NG. Nothing happens. 
Qt~EEN . Nothing happens' It 's the story of our lives. 
K ING. Y cs, it is actually, isn 't it ? (Pause.) Girl? 

DUKE Help me to win without killing my opponent 
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GIRL. Yes, King. 
KING. Stand before me, please. 
Gmr.. (Sta11ds there.) Yes, King. 
KING. Do not be afraid . ( Pause.) You have a bed? 
DuKE. I'd like her to have mv bed. 
QuEEN. Your bed ? You'd be. dead by morning without 
your bed . 
DuKE. My clothes are warm. 
QuEEN. You mu~t be \'ery strong and handsome inside 
to be ab le to love with ~o much courtesy. 
DuKE. No, Queen. I am a slob, inside and out, and all 
because fifteen years ago in my last fi ght, I was afraid I 
might kill my opponent with one blow. And so, down I 
went, killed with one blow by my opponent. ( l'ausc.) 
Whether I'm dead or alive by morning, the Gi rl will be 
safe in my bed . Courtesy, or whatever you want to ca ll it. 
Queen, is like training fo r a big fight, anyway, except 
that now I can look up and holle r all I like. 
KING. Holler what? 
DuKE. (Softly but clearly) Help me to win witho·ut 
killing rny opponent! 
1 i Qh t soun• i 
c~ c!;l;:. 
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SCENE IV ---------------------------------; 
Later. STORM. WIND. The sounds of human sleeping-
BREATHING, MURMURING, a HUII·f. 
The Gmr. is asleep in the DuKE's bed. The QUEEN in her 
bed, and the KT NG in his . 
The Dul<E is walking up and down. to kerp warm . 
Every now and t!Jrn he shadow-boxes in sill'na. 
Stops, bundles himself i11 his rags, walks Gf!,ain. lle 
is remembering his big fight . He walks the boundary 
of the fig ht ring, takes his corner, and waits, looking 
-
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up nou• and tlrcn. The GO!\'G is heard. l·ut di!Jcrcntly 
--like a chime- almost an iw;.'itation to slcrp. And 
out of nowhrre comes the clwrging voung OPPONENT 
in trunks uud boxing g1ous. The Dt'KE lmts up his 
arms and 1r•orks fearfully, trying to kcf'p aa•ay, but 
sudde11ly tlte 0PPONEi'IT tags hint. He 7C(Jb{>lrs, tries 
t(J rlinr!t, but is caught ogai1z. and his ki.·t'l ·s buckle. 
The OrPo;-..;Ei':T tags him. quickly, a11d str)•s back to 
watch the DL'I.;E collapse. ;1 T"OI CJ·: is hrarr! lar 
a7Nry whi~prri11g 01lC, hf'o, t hrce, jt•ur, fi;·,· si.r, sr1•en, 
eig!tt . .. The D u 1.:E gets to his fer'!, but the ()ppn~­
ENT is nn him al{aill. lle tries to clilrclt, hut foil~. 
Again tlte OrPOi'.ENT ~tcps hack to wat~lt the i)uJ<E 
co!t.tjJSI'. Tli<' Dl ' I·:T-: is COitllfcd rmt. rrs /rr gr !s tn flnc 
kill'('. Thl' 0PPOi':El'\T helps him 11(>, rmhrat'cs him 
q11ickly, pats him 011 tlzc bark, and go,·s. The DuKE 
stands. da:cd, unbelic;;ing, und then sinks tn onr 
knee agai11. 
The GmL 'its up Sllddenfy, notices him. Gets out 
of the blink, fu!!v cl(lt/icd. Gncs to him. sltvh. 
She takes him hy the arm, as if from tlzc ri11g of 
failure a11(/ disgrace of long agn. and hr! ps him into 
the bunk. 
Thr GrHL l.;stms to the nlll..:E as hr h/'(llfhPs 
heavi!v and thru s!o:c•t:v quirts dmc•1r and lolls aslerp. 
She thrn :r'IIIIders arnund h1 t/ir rfi111 lif!.ht to sf'!' if 
then' is mrythinx shf' might do, but there isn't. SI1F: 
is cold, she shiN:rs. Iter trctlr chatter. 
She sits on a box and br(!,ins to li)nrk in tltc ,r~un 
factory, doing the same tliilll{ oc•cr and m•rr. A hand-
som e YouNG l\IAN cnnl('S, dancing a fango, bn:r•s to 
her, they dance, and then the YouNc :\LIN gors . 
The KING sits up. noticrs the CTRr.. ,r;cts ofl his 
bunk, and g(les to her. Taki's her by the arm to his 
bunk, and helps her to fie dmc•n. ll'lten sl!f~ is asleep, 
the KrNc begins to u•a!k around tn kap <c·arm, tao. 
He then lies down and curls up like ru1 animal, in f he 
hope of finding warmth, but thae is no warmth in 
him or in his rags or in curling up. 
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A WOMAN with a small dog on a lra:sh appears. 
The KmG r:cts up quickly. bcconws abject, lzofd:s out 
his hat . The \\i0\1AN stops, lo oks away. Tlte dog 
looks up at the l\.J NG. The l'.r:-.~c·s voice is/ir,mi whis-
pering for the dug: Hey, beggar! beggar! I'd give 
my soul to chan~c places with you for only one turn 
of the world. The Wo~IAN and the dog ~o. 
T/zr QuEEN sits up, goes to him, takes him to her 
bed, helps him ta lie upon it, and ·waits until l1e has 
fallen asleep. 
The QuEEN begins to cough, and then she St'Cs 
herself as a bl'autiful young girl in rags. u•lw comes 
and stm·es up at her a 17!0/Jiellt and then goes. 
The KINe, t!tr DvKE. and tlze GtRL sit up at the 
same time, look at the QuEEN, and tlzen at one an-
other. They li stm to the raging STORM. The GIRL 
goes to thr Qt 'EEN . The l\:11'\G goes to the Stage 
Door, bolts it, ptares his ear to the door, and listens. 
The DUKE sta11ds beside him. 
DuKE. We :1.11 wokP up at the same time, King. 
KINC. Yes. r know we did. 
GIRL . I dr~anwd a dream of ]o\'e- again. 
QuEEN. 1\ncl I a drram of lifr.--my own, almost gone 
now. swift and ~ilrnt. ami speechless . 
1\:.rNG. I saw the little dog. 
DuKE. And T lnst the fight. King, what 's going on, 
KTNr.. We've come to a time. 
DuKE. What kind of a lime? 
K I M: . Cold. I 'm cold. ( llis 1'Cry voice seems froz(n. He 
puts au arrn armmd the QuEEN, allulllcr around the GIRL.) 
(The DuKE does the same. Tlze'y stamp tl1rir feet to keep 
warm, aud mat'e slowfy in a small circle.) 
QUEEN. Why do you gather us into a circle? 
KrNG. Because we can get a little warmth from one an-
other in a circle, that's why. 
25 
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QuEEN. (Steps out of the circle, annoyed.) No, I re-
fuse to join that church. 
KING. It's no church. It's us-sleepless and cold. 
QuEEN . No, I refuse. 
KING. We're cold, \\'oman, in a cold night, in a cold 
building, in a cold city. 
QuEEN. King. you're scared. Of dying. I ~uppo~e. nut 
for God's sake, l'vlan. please do not let a little cold and a 
little fear make a fool of you. I'm cold. too. and so is she, 
and so is he, and for all I know this is my la~t night. or 
yours, or theirs, or anybody 's. but until my mind b gone 
entirely, I intend to stay alive a~ if thi~ were thr morning 
of the first day, and I a young girl with the world to srrk. 
King, I say there is no death, even though I know I shall 
soon be no longer among the living. 
KING. What the devil are you talking about, Woman? 
Or have you !!One mad? 
Gmr;. Is that from a play? 
DuKE. Oh. no. 
GmL. Can I say something, then? 
DUKE. Of course you can. 
GIRL. Queen, it was warmer when you were in the 
circle. 
QuEEN. We need a fire, then, not a philosophy. (She 
coughs.) 
Gmr.. You didn't cough while you ·were in the circle. 
QuEEN. I don't want the circle to cure my cough. ;\fy 
cough is not an illness. It's a language I haven't learned to 
understand vet. 
Grrn. (T1; the DUKE:) I said something. Now, you say 
something. 
DUKE. O.K . (To thr QuEEN:) 1t is better to stand to-
gether than to stand alone. 
QUEEK. Duke, believe me. were you one of mv own 
three sons. I couldn't cherish vou more. but T am -:1fraid 
that what you have just said cim do my pride as a mother 
very little good. 
KING. I\loses n imseli almo~t said the ~arne thing. 
QUEEN. Go ahead, then. Hang together. Circle around 
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like animals. Kneel and pray. \\'eep and moan. I'd rather 
freeze to death alone. 
Kil';G. Will there never be a woman a man can be glad 
he met? 
GIRL. (To tltc DuKE, quickly:) I'm going to say some-
thing more. Oh, Queen, stay with us. 
QuEEN. Listen. Girl. You and I im·ent no philosophies 
and no religions. We go along with the boys- until we 
get fed-up to here. (She indicates her nose.) And then 
we say, Boys, go on alone now, please. Kill yourselves in 
the name of God, or truth, or justice, or the moon, or 
water, or ice cream, or anything else you can think of. Kill 
yourselves, and then explain it to us. \Ve 'll be here wait-
ing, and once again we'll listen to the pitiful and pre-
posterous explanation-how you were wrong but right 
but wrong but right. 
KING. I giYe up. If Christ Himself had had you around 
He would have sold oranges for a living. 
QtrEEN. I wish He had. Oranges are nice. I remember 
especially their lovely smell in the wintertime. 
K1 NG. All of the great thinkers and prophets would have 
forgotten their noble visions and pure dreams. 
QuEEN. They should haYe. Their noble dreams and 
their pure visions didn't help-didn't help, Man. And did 
hinder. 
KING. f-Iinder what? 
QUEEN. The real challenge. The only challenge, as you 
know. The challenge that is in each of us. If we are nothing 
involved in nothing and wish to be something involved in 
something, let us discover how we may achieve this trans-
formation without fear, without lies, without humiliation, 
without belittlement of ourselves and others, without 
violence. You came in from the streets not many hours 
ago and !'poke against violence, didn't you? 
KING. Oh, I am the villain of the world, and all be-
cause I am a man. Woman, I'm cold. I believed that with 
our arms about one another we might be a little warmer 
in our poor bodies. Now, why do you make of this simple 
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act a crime again~t reason and right, thought and-
theology, for instance? 
GIRL. Are thev acting? 
DuKE. Oh. no." they're li\·ing. 
QuEEN. That little circle is the mother-and the father 
--of violence. 
KING. Gathering together is an act of love. 
QuEEN. Not at all. lt"s an act of fear. Fear of others 
unknown to us. Rut who are they, excepting- ourselves 
again? They aren't people from another planet. They 
haven't two heads to our one, four arms to our two, or 
another way to start and stop life. If you can't think, 
Man, at least try to remember. You're not cold, you're 
fr ightened. There is no danger, you're old. 
KING. A whole month sht• lies on that bed hanging onto 
life by the barest thread , but tonight when I must pro-
tect my family, she becomes Joan of Arc herself, grown 
old. 
QuEEN. Protect? There is no protection. 
KING. No illness. no death. no danger, no defense, no 
protection. Girl. speak to your mother. please. Comfort 
her. She's mad, she speaks in tongues, nobody can follow 
her. 
GIRL. It is cold. 
QUEEN. We're agreed on that. 
DuKE. We all woke up at the same time. 
QuEEN. We're agreed on that, too. 
Gnn. We all feel--strange. As if something were hap-
pening every·whcre, not here alone. 
QUEEN. The weather is happening everywhere. 
DuKE. No, something else, Queen. I've dreamed of los-
ing the fight before. I lost the fight. Why wouldn't I dream 
oi losing it? So it can't be that. f'\'e been in bad weather 
before, too. and not inside, either. Outside. So it can't 
be that, either. It's something else, and I'm scared to 
death. 
GIRL. I'm not. Of anything. 
DUKE. No? When you first came here you were afraid 
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of everything, and now you say you're not afraid of any-
thing. How did that happen? 
GIRL. (Earnestly, tryi11g to gurss) I don 't know. 1\'oth-
ing's changed. except that I am here. (Softly) And thank-
ful to each of you. (To the QuEEN:) It isn't that you're 
li!?e my mother, as my poor mother never was, you arc 
my mother . (To the KING:) And you my father. (To the 
DuKE:) And y,1u - well, not my brother, and not my 
lo,·er, or my hu~band, either, but something like all of 
tlwm put together. (To the QuEEN:) He's a man. A very 
kind man. r\nd now that I know be's scared, I love him 
more than ever. 
DuKE. \' ou love me? 
GIRL. Ye::. 
DuJ.:E. Since when? 
Gmr.. Sinn' the minute I saw you, when I came out of 
hiding, expecting to see a whole world in ruins, and life 
itself IJrcatbing it~ la~t breath . and saw you instead, on 
this stage. Since tltc11. A hundred years ago. 
DuKE. (To lit e QuEEN:) Don't tell me something isn't 
happening;. \\"hen I was young and strong, I was not loved. 
Oh, there were many, one after another, but I \ram 't 
lm,ed. l knew it, and they knew it. It was a game, nothing 
more. and fun while it lasted. I was false, and they were 
false, and there as money to spend-and pride, and power, 
and arrogance, and youth, and laughter. And lies to use 
up. l didn't care. l wore the Crown, didn 't 1? I 'd won the 
title, hadn't I? (.·ll111ost amusfd but also ama:.;cd.) And 
then I lo~t the title, and they were all gone. And I was 
stupid. J'd always been stupid-just strong and swift and 
lucky. Don't you love me, Girl. I'm used to it. 
GIRL. I love you. 
Dw.:E. Don't p ity me, either. Pity hurts worse than 
hatred, wor:<e than ridicule. l 'm not kind. When I was 
young and truly my~elf, and there was one like you among 
the others, I never so much as saw her. There is no kind-
ness in me. 
GJRL. (To the QoEEK:) I love him . (To the KJNG:) 
Why? Am I too good for him? Am I radiant suddenly in 
r 
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34 THE CAVE DWELLERS ACT I 
the middle of the night? I can 't sleep. I can't rest. I can't 
forget. 1 'm cold and alone, and I don 't want to be any 
more. 
(Sounds of slow FOOTSTP.PS, of S!![TPFJJNC, STUM-
BL!.VC. and FA LUNG are heard in t/1(' alley. 
EVU(YUODY hears the sowids. but as the sounds ore 
faint, they do not pay 1•ery much attention ffl tlzrm.) 
DuKE. Thank you for your love, Girl. Thank you very 
much. but in the morning-
(ln tlte alley a woman's MOAN is heard, long and 
drawn Ollt.) 
In the morning, Girl -
(A mnn·; 1'0/CE is heard mumbling: Soon, soon 
nnw. soon.) 
--- when this strange night is over. 
(There is a slow RATTUNG of thr br•{t,·d door. 011d 
then three 1\1\'0CKS, not very loud. and slowly. The 
DUKE whispers.) 
DUKE. King, there's somebody out there. 
(An animal MOAN is heard.) 
Gmr" Who is it? 
QuEEN. Open the door, King. It's somebody m need 
of help. 
DuKE. l\o. let me open it. l 'm scared to death, but-
well, I'm the strongest here. 
(He mo<•cs . The KING stops him.) 
KING. How can u•e help? We have nothing- here. Three 
beds for four people. Rags for clothes. No food. No fire. 
How can we help? 
QtTEE N. Ry not being afraid, of course. 
KING. But I am afraid, and so are you. I don't know 
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what's out there. I'm not even sure it's human . Sometimes 
it sounds human . sometimes it doesn't. But even if we 
weren't afraid, why should we open the door? There's a 
whole world out there, full of fortunate people in their 
own homes, not in a hulk of a haunted theatre. Let them 
help, whoever or whatever it is. (He listens.) Perhaps 
they've gone, in any case. 
(A woman's soft MOAN is heard again.) 
Ah, I don't know what to make of it. Why should they 
come here? We're he! ter than half-dead ourselves. How 
can we help? Help with wftat? 
(SOUNDS.) 
QuEEN. You made a human circle a moment ago. 
Bring them into that circle, as an act of love. 
(SOUNDS.) 
KrNc. I don't know who they are. 
QuEEN. It doesn't matter who they are. They are in 
need. This is a theatre. Man, not a cave. We are people 
of the theatre, not animals. 
(SOUNDS.) 
Kmc. I can 't argue with a woman. Let's ask one an-
other, then , if this is what we must do. Girl, shall we 
open the door? 
(SOUNDS.) 
GmL. Yes, King. 
KING. That's already two against two. How about you, 
Duke? 
DuKE. I don't know. I don't seem to be able to think 
any more, but if the ~irl does love me, as she says she 
does, and says open the door, what can I, twice her size, 
ten times her strength, say? I'll open the door, King. 
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(SOUNDS.) 
ACT I 
KING. Well, now, it's three to one. and the last is my-
self, six charlatans, and half a dozen lunatics. I'll open 
the door. 
DuKE. No, let me, King. 
KING. Stand together at the edge of the stage there. It's 
a large theatre, and there are other places in 'uich to 
hide, if need be . 
(Titcy stand togf'tlier at the edge of the stage. The KING 
stands up straight, ready to go.) 
QuEEN. King? 
KING. Yes, Woman? 
QUEEN . I love you , sir. 
KING. You talk too much. 
(The KIN G walks swiftlv to the door, opens it, and a 
MAN, leaning upon it, almost falls info hts ar111s.) 
MAN. (Whispers.) Thank you, thank you . thank you. 
(The KING supports him, helps him in. A hugl' black 
RL\R. 1c•alking upright. follows the l\lAN. The QuEEN, 
thr G11~r.. and the DuKE gasp. The KrNG turns, sees 
t!te HE.\R. tries to hide behind the MAN.) 
Don't he afr<1id of him. But for God's sake, somebody 
please help my wife . 
liul:t 
cue 
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(A woman's lo11g M0.1 :V is heard, tho1 a CRY of a nc;c>-
bom baby. Tlte MAN begins to walk toward the 
so und, falls upon the REAR, who holds him up. The 27 
GIRL runs out, followed by the QuEEN.) 
CURTAIN--------------------~ 
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ACT TWO 
SCENE I 
Several hours later. 
The BEAR stands to one stde, chained to the floor. It still 
moans, but softer, and sways. 
On one cot lies the l\1AN asleep. 
On a11other lies a Wol\IAK, also asleep. 
The GmL and the QuEEN are busy around the 
third cot, on which an infant sleeps . 
The Dm:E is gone. The KING is at the open Stage 
Door, waiting apprehensively. The QuEEN looks 
over at him nouJ and then. The KING turns from the 
door, goes to the REt.R, looks at it. 
KING . (Almost to himself:) A moaning bear in the 
middle of the night? In New York City? How should I 
have known? Is a bear human? (To the BEAR:) You 
scared me, sir. 
(The BEAR replies with a soft moan.) 
Yes, things are much improved now. (To the GIRL:) And 
how is the child? 
GIRL. Suppose we hadn't opened the door? 
KING. God help me, I was against it. I'll never deny 
that. I thought it was- anything but a trained bear, and 
a human family. A trained bear has saved the life of a new 
man, his mother. and his father . 
(The REAR moans.) 
You moan most fearfully, sir. 
(The BEAR moans sweetly.) 
It wasn't like that a little while ago, but then there was 
reason enough for it not to be. 
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QuEEN. You talk good sense to the bear, King. Better 
sense than to the rest of us. 
KING. I've always lo\·ed them. T associate them with my 
father. You understand , \\'oman, I'm uneasy about how 
long the Duke's been gone. Anrl I'm worried about the 
few coins he had with which to buy a little milk for the 
bov. 
QuEEN. Was there enough? 
KING. Enough perhaps for one bottle. A small bottle, 
most likely. T tell you, there's no money in begging any 
more. ( Suddl'nly) What the devil's happened to him? 
(He thinks a moment.) Oh, no! 
QuEEN . What are you thinking? 
KING. A foul and base thought, Woman. I refuse to 
name it. ( Ashmnfd.) Could it be--oh, no- I refuse. 
QUEEN. Could it he what? 
KING. The Duke has run off with the monev? 
QuEEN. Foul and base indeed. Of course not. But could 
he have fallen somewhere? He's not strong at all. you 
know. (To the Gmr., who has joined them:) A wholr 
month , and he 's had no real food - -and he need~ food 
more than we do. Could he haw fallen somewhere? 
GIRL. (Wraps a shawl around lzcr.) I'll go look for him. 
QuEEN. Well, now, let's not all disappear, one by one. 
Nol He's not fallen . I'm sure of it. It was davbreak when 
he wen(·out. There are few places where 1~ilk may be 
bought at that hour. He'll certainly be back soon. but 
whrn the milk is here , rememuer this - I shall he in 
charge. For us, water-all of us, including you, sir. 
(The RF.,\R nods, moans.) 
The milk's for the mother only. 
K1 NG. \\'hat about the child? 
QuEEN. The mother will take care of the child, as she 
already has. 
KING. Oh. 
QuEEN. We have no bottles and no formulas, and the 
mother has evervthing. 
GIRL. I have this ring. Perhaps I can sell it, and buy 
some--bread. 
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(She hands the rilzg to the QuEEN , uolto exammcs zt.) 
QUEEN. It's a beautiful ring, Girl. 
GIRL. It looks real, doesn't it? 
QuEEN. Terribly. And it is, too, but it i~n't worth 
money. Now, there is water in the jug. Vie can e:tch drink 
water, at any rate . When the nwther and father are re-
stored a little- well. who know!'? Perhaps the father has 
money. 
KING. He has a bear, no money. If he'rl had money . 
would he have come to thig door, in that storm? 
QuEEN. Very well, then, a bear. ~ow our acting com-
pany has been enlarged hy one trained bear, and -
KING. Just a minute. You're nut thinking they're to 
stay for some time? 
QuEEN. They're here, sir. And, as you know, they 
barely made it. ( V cry cltarly) These people-- anrl I in-
clude the bear- are here. fkyond that door, beyond this 
theatre, is a whole world of wealth, in which no door 
opened for them. Why, l don 't know, and I don't care. 
They're here. For how long is none of my buginess. but 
while they are here, they are here, and friends, and mem-
bers of the family . 
(R UNNING ·is heard. They ALL turn towrzrd the door. 
The DuKE, breathless, comes i11, carrying a whole 
wire crate co11tainin[!. six quart-bottles of milk. The 
KlNG closes the door and puts the metal bolt in 
place.) 
QuEEN. Bravo! 
DuKE. I'm a poor thief! 
QuEEN. Onder that bed, Duke. 
(The DuKE hurries to tlze MoTHER's bed with the crate, 
slides it under, and out of sight.) 
DuKE. I'll go to jail if I must, but they can't have back 
the milk. They can't have both. 
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KING. You were seen? 
DUKE. I w::ts chased. (He bri11gs out the coins.) There 
were no store:-; open. (lie hands the money to the KJNG.) 
:\mile away, or more. I found a restaurant. but what they 
wanted for one quart was more than I had. I wanted a cup 
of coffee more than anything I've ever wanted in my 
whole life- (He looks over at the ~toniER, asleep, and 
at the CmLD.) -but I went out and started walking 
again , and there all of a sudden right in front of me was 
the milk wagon. (Pause.) The whole place is covered with 
snow. All of the ruins around us are covered. I mean, I 
cut throur.h the ruins when they chased me. 
KING. Who chased you? 
DuKE. The milkman, and a boy. His son, I guess. 
(Softly) One thing I don't understand. They ran in 
silence. They didn't shout stop thief! The father was the 
swiftest at first, and then the son left him far behind. I'll 
tell you this. When I was in training for the big fight I 
never ran the way I did just now. I don't get it. I'll go to 
jail, but nobody but the mother can have that milk. 
KrNG. You'd better have a little yourself. 
DuKE. No. It's not for me. If I had stolen it for my-
self, I could never have run that well. 
KTNG. And the boy and his father? You lost them? 
DuKE. How could I lose them? We ran in snow. 
KING. Hide, then. Over there. 
DuKE. Hide, King? After I ran that way? No, thank 
you. I don't want to hide. 
(FOOTSTEPS are heard, quick and light.) 
Well, here he is. 
(They ALL look at one another. There is a gentle, al-
most polite KNOCK on the door. The DuKE goes to 
open it . The KING stops him.) 
KING. Wait. Wait. 
DuKE. No, we waited last time. It's all right. I don't 
mind. 
• 
• The Silent Boy 
• 
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(The DuKE opens tlte door, and there in the door-
way is a llov of eighteen or ui11etecn, dark and grave 
of fa ce . He looks at the D uKE, recognizes !tim, says 
nothing, and as the DuKE steps back, somewhat ask-
ing him in by that movement, the BoY comes in. He 
takes his time looking around-at everybody and 
everything. His eyes go back again and again to the 
Gun., but his face remains gra ve. Nohndy says any-
thing. The BoY passes beside each bed, looking at 
each ocwpant, and then back at the group watching 
him . He looks up to the top of the theatre , and far 
out into the auditorium . He goes to the MoTTIFR 's 
bed, squats, draws out t !te crat e, looks around at 
everybody, shoves the crate back. He gets up, and 
walks back to the Stage Door.) 
(Softly) l"ll go with you to the police, if you like. 
(The Hoy looks at !tim, looks at the GIRL, shakes his 
head, turns and goes . EvERYBODY looks at 011e an-
other.) 
Well , IYhy didn 't he speak ? Why didn 't he say something? 
GIRL . He can't speak. 
DuKE. How do vou know? 
GIRL. He told me so. 
DuKE. How could he tell you so? He didn't say one 
word. 
GIRL. He told me a lot of things. 
(An EXPLOSION is heard, falling DERRIS, and the 
VOICES of the W o RKERS.) 
KI NG . (Straightens up. lwnds coins to QuEEN .) Off to 
work, then. In the snow perhaps the people will be more 
generous. (G oes to the door, stops, turns.) I hate to beg. _____ _ 
(He goes, follow ed by the DuKE.) 
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ACT TWO 
ScENE n 
ACT II 
Early that aftcmonn . Thr :-.1nTlll'R of thr infant h•rs thr 
child beside hrr in brd, the bcd p11rtly s(ri'Crl!'d (Jjl. 
The child cries. Sto ps. 
Q li FE N. Oh , what a lovely \'oicc. what a lovely mrgtr 
in that voice ! 
l\'lnTllER. Oh, Mother, your love for my child makt'" 
me proud . 
(The FATHER, u•nrking m•cr 011 npen strmt• suitm ~t. hriru;~ 
out cymbals for the H E,\R . tum~. looks , /i s/ellS . ) 
F ,\TIIER. W ell. feerl the hoy. will ynu, \ \'i fr' It \ ~ 
miracl e the poor f ellow · ~ a.lli\'e. ,:p fpect him. ff'ed him 
l\1 oT !lER . ( T o the Qt' FrN .) I ,, ,. ,. l. l' fred him . I ne,·rr 
k new. 
FAT !TT'IL So nmY \' ! •tl k1ww. 
M rnn ER. ( T n the C.1R1.:) Get ,,·ith a man. to gl't ypur 
ow n man . like thi!' fellow . 
Q PFF.N . Sonn. n PW. bul il i~ "ti ll a secret . 
[.1 111 .. \\'hal i~? 
(ln:: FN. The C::.ilrnt nov. of cour!'r. 
GIRL. No. Queen . \10\:e the Pther. 
Q t •FFN. The otlwr i!' a hoy. too. or u•as. hut it i~ •rot h im 
you low. 
C•RI. Him alone . No other. 
Q Pn:N. T o argue lo,·e is l ove \ ~·. hut th e Silent Hn~ 11 
love . 
GmT .. No. Queen. 
Q u FV N. Ah . then. lo,·e them hnth. 
Glln .. No. iu~t th e onr. my hu-:h:1 nrl F ,\1'1\F I ~. \\' ornrn' 1! '-.: all \\'00 1Pil h• " •' ' \1 1<1 ll w <,,.,, t' 
of th rm. ( Tn th r· l\J. 'R') ,1\\1 ri ght . ( ; t•rh· . f 11 ' ·' '"\'. ' (lnc, 
two , thrre n11w! ( Th P HEAR strikr1 the cymb als toget her in a rhythm. 
as the FATHER sings: ) 
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Walking on my own two feet. walking, walk ing dmvn the 
street. The street was fair, thr st reet was S\\Cl'l . walking 
on my own two feel. ( li e stops.) Good. Gorky. ( li e f(ivrs 
GoHKY a cube of sugar.) 
Now, rest a moment , while l get my coat and cap. ( Jle 
fis hes into the open suitcase on the floor, brings out a cna t 
which he puts 011, and a cap , both hright and COZ'I'ftd 
with buttons and bells. A nuthcr cap ltc puts 011 I hr H F ·\ H. 
He goes t o the wonz fn.) Well. now . Gorky '~ ready again, 
and so am I. Wife. We'll go out and work. Wit h lurk, who 
knows? Perhaps a little money for a big family . 
QuEEN . You've had no food . There 's milk in the jug. 
For you and for the hear. 
FATll ER. After work. perhaps, if we 've had luck. 
(The BEAR moans .) 
vVcll, perhaps a little for Gorlzy. then. 
QuEEN. A little fpr youn:elf. too. 
l't\ TllER. [ IH'rk best hungry. It'~ been the '""Y nf my 
life. ( /'oints.) T hat child began in hum:er . .\/z , wa '-' my 
bread and wine. and now ~he' s his, too . and tb t la, th of 
them to me, a miracle . <'reat good God. I th,•u.L:ht the 
door would never npf'n. I knew )'t 'll were in hr rc. herau~e 
Gorky would not lt·an· the door. \\'ould you, i\ Tan) 
(T itr B EAR moon \ as tire FATHER rcccivn a /Jo;r •l of 
milk from the QuEEN and places it 0 11 th e floor ht -
jorc GoRKY. Tlzc QuEEN pours milk into !1111•tlzrr 
bowl. holds it out to tlt e l\IAN.) 
(II e shakes Iris hrad.) Ready, then , Gorky! One, two. 
three, now: 
(The BEAR clangs the cymbals tvr.cthcr. as fliP 
FAnrER and the HEAR u•alk to the far n ul of the 
stage, turn, and go straight to the Stag!' noor, a11 d 
out.) 
Oh, 1 was walking down the street. \Yalkin .g. walking down 
thr street.. \\'a lk ing nn my O\Yn t\\'o fret. 11·;1\king ('n my 
own two fert. The ~t reet \Yas fair. the street \\'as ~wert , 
walking on my own t\\'o feet ... 
CURTAIN -- - -------- -- -- --
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ACT TWO 
SCENE III 
ACT II 
A littlf later. The three WOMEN, alone. The QuEEN is at 
the table. The GIRL is seated on a small box beside 
the sleeping MOTIIER and child, humming softly. 
After a moment, she sings softly in a kind of lullaby: 
Rock , rock, rock to sleep. A mother and a man. Rock 
in the dark , rock iu the light. Rock in the heart the 33 
cue 
whole long night. Rock, rock, rock to sleep. A woman 
and a man. ----------------------------------------r 
Gmt. Oh, if only I were beautifu l, as she is. 
QuEEN. Oh, you will be , don't you wo rry abo ut that . It's 
the birth that 's made her h~autifu l. Here. Drink this. To 
his good health. (S he thru.1ts howl at the GIRL.) 
GIR L. (Takes the bo:1•l .! lfis ? 
QuEEN. Yes, Girl. The ;;i lent Hoy. 
GIRL. How, Queen? Do I wait all my li fe for love, a nd 
then when it comes, do I say suddenly, Ah, no, that was 
not love, this is love? 
QuEEN. Yes, Girl. 
GIRL. No, Queen. No. 
Qu:EEN. The Boy loves you, and you love him. He told 
you so better than if he had speech . And you told him 
so. 
G r RL. I didn't. 
QuEEN. You didn't want to, because you thought it was 
wrong. But you did. Be glad you did. 
GIRL. How can I be glad? The Man loves me. and needs 
me, and only last night I begged him not to deny his love. 
How can I be glad? 
QuEEN. Be glad, and never mind how. 
GIRL. T'm not that kind of a woman. 
QUEEN. You 're the only kind. It's just that you 're on ly 
beginning to learn what kind it is. To be kind to the Man 
is to be unkind to the Boy. Unkind to him is unkind to 
life, and to yourself. 
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GIRL. Jf that 's true, I don't want to be kind tu myself. 
Or to life. (Suddenly) I wish the Man had n f'\Tr stolen, 
and the Boy had never foll o1red him here. 
QuEE N. Why don"t you thank God you love him? 
GrRL. J "II never see him again, that's why. Everyone I 
ever loved I never saw again. And I ached and rotted. 
(ll'itlz decision.) I love the l\Ian. No other. l'll see him 
again . 
QuEEN. You 'll see the Boy again, too. 
Gun. (Stands, looks at the QU EEN with terrible earnest-
ness.) I will , won 't I? 
(Tite QUEEN S11liles.) 
(Tile GIRL seems shocked at herself.) No. Queen. It's not 
true. I love only the Man, not the Boy. Let me have my 
poor Man, and let someone else have th r f;1 ir Boy. He's 
not for me. He never was. Beside!', my ~Ian outran him. 
Oh, I wa..c; proud --until-
QuEEN. Un til you saw the Boy ' 
GJRL . Why is that so? How is it so? It is so. but why? 
The way he stood there, and walked, and lookrd. and 
understood. Oh, thank God I 'll never see him again. My 
love is too good for me. But why ? 
QuEEN. In the theatre, long ago , I had a part once-a 
girl in love as you are. And I was torn , and angry, and 
ashamed, and frightened. and insecure. Did I love him? 
D id he 10\·e me? And if I did . and if he did, would we both 
know ? Or wou ldn't we, and then would I lose the other, 
too? Or the little love I had for the other? Would that 
little be gone, too? And then nothing at all? (Stops .) I 
was very good in that part. 
Gmt . And how did it tum out? 
QUEEN. It was a bad play. 
Gmt. Oh, no, please. How did it tum out? The Boy, 
of course. You loved the Boy, of course. And he loved 
you. 
QUEEN. (Obviously not telling the truth) I never found 
out. It was the fault of the play. Plays are written. They 
can go any way. 
GIRL. And which way did that play go? 
QUEEN : Oh, it was a good part, ••• 
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QuEEN. The bad way. The man who wrote the play-
ah , what a sad man, and yet how he cc>ultl write. HP wmc 
to the rehearsals, and now and then expbincd why this and 
why that, but it was all to the end that hP. was sad, and 
very troubled, and deathly sick. He drank all the time 
and tried to pretend he knew why the play was had. 
GmL. Why was it bad ? 
QuEEN. He said it was because it wa~ true, but that's 
the lie that'~ always told by tlle writers of bad play~, as 
if anything weren't true . As if c>ne of the true may not be 
chosen over another. Poor m:m. poor lying wonderful man. 
He was joyous in my girl"s failure. True, he said. It's 
true to lose, he said. He rejoiced in my wretchedness. 
GIRL. Oh, no, no. 
QuEEN. Oh, it wa,s a good p;, rt, and believe mel madf' 
the most of it. I lost the Boy. l ho-t tiH' i\[a n, hut the play 
ran and ran . Ah , you see. lhr pl:t~ · 11Til:ht caid. how right 
I was to choose the true. The pcupk kmm. ,\nrl all the timr 
it wasn't so at all, it was the art of us, lh<' pl:tyf'rs, that the 
people cherished. The play w:1s bad . but rh> you know, it 
is still considered a good play? Unbelievai.Jle . ami yet there 
it is. Why. the man who wrote it drank himself to death 
before the play closed. Oh, he chose the true all right. He 
chose hate, or hate chose him. It was his husincs~ to choose 
love , to write a better play, and to live to write another. 
GIRL. But what happened. what happened to you in 
the play? 
QUEEN . It wasn't to me, it was to him, the playwright. 
I played my part. That 's my work, our work. We don 't 
write them, we perform them. 
GIRL . In the play what happened to you? He said it 
was true. Is the same thing going to happen to me? 
QuEEN. What happened to me in the play is go ing to 
happen to you , too, or not. a" you choose , as if you were 
writing the play. choosing from among the true . the true 
fc>r you , which is the Silent Roy, who was not chosen for 
me by the playwright. 
GIRL. How do I choose? I!' it as simple as that? I love 
him. I'm ashamed that I do, but I do. So how do I choose? 
l_bl 
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What have I got to do with it? Who chose him to be the 
milkman 's son? Who chose the Duke to go out and steal 
the milk? Who chose the Silent Boy to follow him here? 
Who chose him to come in and to look and to understaml? 
I didn 't. 
QuEEN. Ah, but when he looked at you, and looked 
again, you, and nobody else, chose him to love you. 
Gmr.. And what did he choose? 
QuEEN. And he chose to love you, as you know. 
GIRL. And he went, as silently as be came, and there we 
are--nowhere again, nothing again. 
QUEEN. He 'll be back. 
GIRL. Do you think so? Do you really think so? I've 
waited all day. Why hasn't he come back? I love him, but 
if he doesn't come back , 7t' lt o do I love? Do I wait, and 
then go looking for him? 
QuEEN. He'll come looking for yr>11. 
GmL. He will, won 't he? That is the truth , isn 't it? No 
matter what happened in the play. he will come looking 
for me, won't he? 
QuEEN. Yes , he will. But if he doesn't-
GIRL. No, he must. !'lease don' t even think he may 
not. 1 'm thinking that , and I need you to stop me. 
QuE EN . Ah . well, we shall see, we shall see. (Points.) 
Rest there on the King's bed . You 'ye had no sleep. And I 
;;hall lie here , on the lonely bed of the poor brave Duke, 
God help him . 
CURTA! r __________ __ 
ACT TWO 
SCENE IV 
A little later. The <;2uEEN is makiug the bed she has slept 
on. The GIRL ts 1111Zkmg the one she has slept on. The 
KING comes in. lie has lost one of his shoes, and he 
is angry at himself. 
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KING. Ah. damn me, I went out with two shoes, and I 
came back with one. 
QUEEN. Where is the other? 
KING . Just let me damn me first , please- damn me, 
damn me, damn me. Now what the devil am I going to do 
with only one shoe? How am I to get about ? ( Rubbinr; 
his foot, after removing the rag of a sack.) There ought 
to be a pair of shoes somewhere in this theatre. Girl , see 
if you can find me a pair of shoes, will you plea >:e? 
GIRL. Lost vour shoe ? How can a man lose his shoe? 
His head, perhaps, his heart, his mind- how can he lose 
a shoe? 
KrNG . Look for a pair of shoes. please--damn me. damn 
me, damn me. Where's the bear? \Vhere's the man of the 
bear? 
Q uEEN. They're out to work. l'he bl'nr rra:.hes cymbals 
together, and the man sings. He wears a colorr rl coat and 
cap. 
KrNG. And the bear? 
QUEEN. A colored cap. 
KING. Damn me, damn me, damn me- what's the name 
of that bear? Don't tell me, I'll guess. Is it Lear, the 
great Father? Lear was once my name- damn me. 
Q UE EN. What happened to your shoe? 
KI N G. Hatchet, rue; latchet, rue ; patchet, rue; rickey 
-rue- wash! 
QuEEN. Oh, speak. Clown ! 
KI NG. Damn me. damn me, damn me-l am speaking. 
Hatchet, latchet , patchetl Did you find me a pair of shoes, 
Girl? 
GIRL. No, King. 
KrNG . Damn me. 
QuEE r. Will you plea~e talk sense? 
KI NG. The infant? The mother? 
QuEEN. They're both wel l. 
KING . The Silent Boy? D id he come back? 
(The GrRL turns, and looks at the KING.) 

KING A small boy gave me this 
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QuEEN . No , but he will. 
KIN G. Damn me, damn me. What name have they 
given the boy? 
Qu EEN. l-Ie's a boy, and they know it, and the boy 
knows it, and knows how a boy 's a boy, and so all day 
he 's gotten a long without a name. 
KI NG. Call him George. It 's a nice name. Henry. That's 
a nice name, too. I once knew a Polish clown named 
Stanislaus. He never looked the part. Stan , that 's all-
Stan. Damn me, damn me, damn me. (Suddenly) I gam-
bled my shoe, and lost it. Call him Frederic. There's a 
nice sound to Frederic. 
QuEE . Gambled your shoe? 
KI NG . Yes, gambled my shoe, gambled my shoe. The 
Wreckers, knocking clown the rotten old buildings, just a 
little off from here. I thought I'd get a coin or two, after 
a whole clay of failure- - not one coin no t u11e. hut a small 
boy gave me this. I 'll never see that Hoy <tt.:a in . most 
likely. but one ch1y when he's an old man, a smalllxw will 
give him something. ( l-le shows a yo-yo.) The Bos~ of the 
wrecking crew out there, and ten or eleven others. white 
and black, at coffee t ime, standing around a little fire in 
the ruins. Call the man Patrick . It's a nice name. Ah, you 
all need a laugh, I said. and I need a little of that coffee, 
so the Boss fills a mug for me, and another worker lights 
me one of his own cigarettes. The snow is coming down 
soft , soft. I 'II give you a laugh, I said. Ah, we 've had our 
laughs all clay, they said. The falling walls make us laugh. 
Ah, then. I said , I 'II give you a tear. ( He looks oz•er ot 
the MoTHER and the sleeping infant.) Call him Robert. 
It '~ a fm e name. I'ou ? Give us a tear~ thev sa id. How? I'm 
a clown, I said. Very well. they ~a i d. give' one of us a tear, 
ju!'t one of us. aml ead1 of us '"ill give you a coin . But fail, 
Clown. and what will you gi1·e us ? r wasn't thinking. My 
shoe. I sa id. The shoe of my right foot. Call the boy John. 
John 's one of the nicest names of all. 
QUEEN. You lost that bet ? 
KI NG. Ah, the world 's laughing. The workers laugh. In 
the snow, even. I did my captured-thief bit that brought 
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tears to the eyes of the world only a few year~ ago. I did 
the hungry man who stole the apple pie. Call the boy 
Richard. Ah. Richard's a fine name. Tlr' ll do well ca ll ed 
Richard. Had I heen called Richard I migh t have been a 
chef I I did my rejected lovr r bit , and all they d id was 
laugh hut not ha rd enough to bring a trar to one eye. 
and every one of them has two . T cheated a little hec:m~e T 
knew I was losing, and I did a little of my rid iculed-ora tor 
bit, where the man speaks most nobly and a ll they do is 
throw veget able~ at hi m. And then a littl r of my bashful 
boy bit. wa~ it twenty yea rs ago that it made everybocty 
weep? And blow their noses? The workers only laughed. 
They drank coffee and _moked cigarette~ and lau o;hed. 
I bent down to take off my shoe, but the 11 o"s said. t\h . 
keep the shoe. Clown , keep it. Hut I re fusrd. T may he a 
shamele~s beggar but l am a proud clown . Damn me. 
damn me, damn me. 
Qt•Er N. It was only a game. They didn't mean it. 
Kr Nc. \\' oman . for the love of God. I did mean it. \Vhilt 
the de\ il' ::: happened to the world? To the workers? Not 
one tear in one eye. l f I've lost my art . what good is my 
shoe? 
( EXPLOSION, DERRI S, VO I CES.)------
That's them. Damn me, damn me, damn mr ' ( Suddenly ) 
Ah, they even ojlercd me coins, but I refused them. 
Q u EEN . You had no right to refuse coins. 
Kr NG. Dict I ha\·e a right to fail ? No, but I fail ed. ( He 
looks at his bed.) And there 's my bed. 
Q uEEN . Lie do11·n. then. You 've had no sleep or rest. 
That's why you fai led . 
KI NG. Is it, woman ? ls that it? 
Qt EEN. Go, li e down . 
KI NG. Oh, I long to. 1 ton~ to, Woman . Forever. if you 
ask me. ( H c st1 etches out .) Damn me, damn me. damn me 
fo r my failure. Call the boy- Clown. (He falls asleep.) 
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ScENE v __________________________________ ~ 
An ho1tr or t1vo later. Th e KING is still stretch ed out on 
his bed. The BEAR is chained to the jtoor. The 
.FATHER is 7t•MkiHg with the DuKE, and the BEAR, 
in a new act. Th e QuEEN and the GmL are setting 
the table--bread, mainly. 
FATHER. ;\\1 ri~ht now, Gorky. Watch carefully. (Puts 
his arms around the DuJ<v..) This man is my fri cnct He's 
your friend . l ie saved our livrs. , ow, with the woman 
with a child to look after, we need this man 's help. In -
stead of marching , music , song_ and dances- -H• rcs tling I 
A man and a hear. T he Duke, and you , (;orky . ( Embracrs 
the llt'Kf. .) Sre? T embrace him- L> ut gen tl y, gently. 
l11!lerstand ? He is a friend , a dear friend . \\'e need him . 
Tn three hours of work without the woman , you and 1, 
Gorky, earned nothing. not one coin . Oh, the weather \\'as ag~t inst us , bu t eYen in the worst weather, with the woman, 
we have always managed to earn something. ( To the 
DuKE:) All ri ght, now , don 't be afraid, D uke. Go rky 
understands. You understand, don 't you, Gorky? A 
fri end? ;\ Ycry clear friend ? You are to play at wrestling 
with him. You are not to wrestle in earnest. He is a man, 
and you are a bear . another thing. (Th e Rr.AR li stens, turning its l1ead this way and that, 
as if to get the meaning of what the FATHER is say-
ing.) 
Are you ready , Duke? 
(The QuEEN and the GTRL stop to watch.) 
Dui<t:. ·well. wrestling's not my line, you know. T'm 
ready, 111\lt I 've never wrestled. A man, or a bear. (Looks 
armmd l wi >' h the Kin g were awake. 
FATH'-'· Gorky 's an intellif!ent man---well , I thiuk of 
h im as a man. He's stronger than ten strong men, but 
{li\1 
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he 's gentle, too. A father and a brother to those he loves. 
D UKE. I love Gorky. but does Gorky love me? 
FATHER. Well , he '_ beginning to. he's bcginni11r; to. He 
semes that everyhody here is fl friend. but he 's not sure 
yet. I 'm teaching him now, and he learns quickly. (Gives 
GoRKY a cube of sugar. Hands one to the DUKE.) 
(The DUKE starts to eat it.) 
No. No. (;ive the sugar to Gorky. 
(The DUKE steps up to GORKY, holds the rube of sugar 
out to him, but the BEAR doesn't take it .) 
DUKE. You see? He doe n 't love me at all. 
FATHER. Gorky? My boy? T his is my friend . Your 
friend . Take the sugar from him. 
(GORKY is undecided.) 
Take it, Gorky . 
(GoRKY does not take it.) 
DUKE. I want to help . \Ve've got a child to take care 
of now. All day I saw a ll kinds of things that l wanted 
to take- for the Boy. But I lost my nerve. 1 took nothing. 
GIRL. I'm glad. I worried that you might tflke something 
and that I might never see you again. 
DUKE. I begged, too, but I'm a poor beggar. Prize-
fighters always are. I\·e got to help, that's all. T'm not 
afraid of the bear. It 's just that I 'm not a wrestler. 
Couldn 't we box? 
FATHER . Oh. no. That is an American sport. The bear 
is a Europefln. If you were to strike him one blow that 
hurt him a little , just a little, perhaps no more than an 
irritation, he would go mad. and he would kill. Boxing is 
swift and violent. He could never understand it. Hut 
wrestling is another thing. He will soon associate it with 
friendship and love and simple animal play. Don 't be 
afraid. 
GIRL. No, please. I am afraid. I love the bear, as we all 
I M I 
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do. But the wrestling of a man and a bear- it will never 
seem tme to the people, in any case. 
(DUKE eats the sugar wbe, noisily and slowly .) 
fATHER . True nr not , they love it, and it brings in 
money. Streel'i, fa irs, carni vals, perhaps even the circus, 
at last . My problem is tha t I am mall. no match at all 
for the bear, but the Duke is a big man, almost as big as 
a bear, and their wres tling together would make our 
fortune . When I wrestle , it's a joke. ( Quickly ) All right, 
Gorky. (He seizes GoRKY, tries to throw lzim.) 
(The BEAR picks him up in his arms, racks him, 
kisses him, murmurs to him , puts him down gently.) 
You see? Jt would never do . I 've tried and triPd . lf I were 
to strike him , which I have done only once, when he began 
to walk after a man \Yho had kicked him , a man he would 
have crushed to death, Gorky still loved me. If I were to 
strike him , it wouldn 't help matter any. He's never 
understood why I struck him. how I could do a thing like 
that to him- him- and even now, after three long years, 
he still broods about it. Some things he understands, and 
some he doesn't. He has never been able to associate tha t 
sudden violence in me ·with lo\·e, and yet he has gone 
along on faith , waiting, wai ting for understanding. (To 
the DuKE:) If we work slowly and patiently tonight, to-
morrow we will have the beginn ing of a great new act. 
We will all be working again. Now, Gorky , my father, my 
brother , my son, listen to me. This man is our friend . (He 
embraces the D uKE. ) 
(The KING sits up, half-asleep, watches and listens.) 
GIRL. No. N o. Something else. He is a kind man, and 
he will try, he will t ry anything that may help , but no. I'm 
afraid. 
Du KE. Do you love me. Girl ? Is that it? 
(Th e QUEEN holds out her arm toward the GIRL, as 
if to urge her to speak truthfully. ) 
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Because if you do love me, then by God the bear must 
love me, too. 
Qu Er-:N. Of course she loves you, Duke. We all love you. 
You are kind . 
D UKE. I mean la<•e, Queen. Does she lm·e me, or was 
that last ni ght? Another time, another story? 
GIRL. I love you. 
QnEEN. Wait a moment. child . 
D uKE. We are all hungry and cold and lonely, hut if 
you do not 10\·e me entirely. as foolishly as you did last 
night. there is no need to pretend. 
Gmr.. I love you. 
QuEEN. Oh. wait. " ·ait. Love speab a !'trange Iang·uage . 
Man , she does Jove v0u. Of rourse she l0n:•s vnu. Resides 
kindness, there is g~cat ha ndsomeness in vn·u. wh ich no 
woman could not love in mrn in general. and in the one 
man of her heart. (Site .1tops.) 
DUKE. Go on, Queen. 
QuEE N. She is ashamed that while she lows you, she 
also loves-
GIRL. No. No. 
Q uEEN. - the Silent Roy. In your youth, in the days of 
your fame , it was so with you, too, Man. You remember. 
Of course vou do . 
D uKE. i remember, Queen. ( T o tl1e Gmt:) Thank 
you for pretending, Girl, a nd please be glad. Be glad. I am 
your friend. 
(The GIRL throws herself into his arms, sobbing. The 
DUKE smiles, as he comforts her, whispering.) 
I am your friend. 
(The GrRL draws au•av. then ~oes to the QUEF.N. The 
DuKE looks arr>und, and then gars to the KING. He 
begins to walk toward the door mddenly.) 
Q ur.F.N. Duke? 
(The Dt KE stops.) 
(She goes to him. Turns him around.) What is it, Man? 
(1(7:~ 
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D u KE. ( As if he wrre saying, "! wmtt to beg God fo r 
Grace") I want to beg. (H e grstures.) 
QuEEN. You '\'e had no food . Take th is bread. 
DuKE. Bread , Queen? ( li e stmg~lrs with his emotions, 
looks up, ~peaks bitterly, powerfully.) Gi,·e the bread to 
the well-fed Roy! (Eam es tly) Oh, I 'm sorry . Please fo r-
give me. ( He hurries out.) 
F AT HER. H e'!' too old for you. Gi rl. 
GIRL. (A ngry .) H e's not too old . l\'ly love is too little. 
N o man love~ as he love~ , a nd yet l do not love him , and 
the Silent Roy doesn 't know I 'm alive. Oh, I hate love. 
F ATHER. Ah, you may Jose them both , and f111d anothrr, 
or two others, a nd Jose them, too, fro m JoYing them too 
much or too li t tle or something eLe. And still the worl d is 
there, and you' re on the stage . right in the middle of 
everythi ng. Low has no reason, or ri ~h tness , or way . ( li e 
waves at his u·ije.) T he 8ear loved her. l did n' t, at fi rst. 
T he bea r lm mmrrf when he saw her. His :;:o ul turned swee t 
and gentle. For me it might have been her, it might have 
been somebody else. The Bear decided for me, and there 
she is , the mother of my son , my fi r~tbo rn . or all the 
women in the world was she the onl y one to be the mother 
of my son? No, Gi rl. It happened. It happened. ami now 
it 's the Jaw, and hi~to ry . I t's a long world , Girl. It's a b ig 
time, a nd love is a u•ord, if you ' re not busy with a bear , 
or a boy to put on his feet . 
GIRL. I wa nt to believe in love . Queen , whether it 's a 
word or something else . 
FATHER. It 's a word all right. and someth ing else, too. 
And tha t 's the part t hat's ha rd to follow. What else is it? 
( Almost jab bering) Well , get up . ge t up now , get a long 
into another day. Love is gett i n ~ along into ~mother day . 
getting to work , whatever your work is. T he rest of ]o,·e is 
- who knows? I love her. And I lo\'e the boy beside her. 
What does t hat mean ? \\'hat does it mean ? it mean<> I 've 
got to t t ach the Hear to wrestle a big man wit hout hurt ing 
him. And our big man has gone. Now, he 'll come back, 
won't be? 
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QuEEN. I wonder. There were tears in the poor man's 
eyes. 
GrRL. Tears in his eyes? l-Ie belongs herr . And now he 's 
gone. and I 'm here, and I don't belong here. He lied for 
me, Queen, out of kindness and pity. What theatre have 
I known ? One potato, two potato? Is tha t being in the 
thratre ? I pledge allegiance to the Flag. l s that acting? 
How do you do. my partner. Ts that something in an 
opera? I came here lost, and he found me, and helped me, 
and protected me. He SaYed my life. I 've learned more 
since I've been here than in all the rest of the time of my 
life. He lied to let me stay, and I told the truth to drive 
him out. Queen , I 'II go fi nd him now, and just say I'm 
sorry for being such a truthful dirty liar, and then I'll go 
my way. 
KrNG . (Gets u.p, speaks softly.) Well , if anyone here 
should be angry, it should be me. Angry only that we know 
nothing, and that we can't learn . But I am not even angry 
about that, Girl , and there is no need fo r you to be. either. 
This is how it is. If we were in a palace, instead of in this 
cave, this would be how it is. If we had everything, and 
more than everything, this would be how it is. If we loved 
God and God loved us, this \YOUld be how it is. And I am 
not angry. I cannot be angry. This is the world, this is us, 
this is all there is, and we do not understand. 
GIRL. Then, what's it for, Father? What's it for? 
KI NG. For this, precisely this. 
GIRL. The lies . too? 
KING. There are no lies. What 's it for? It 's for putting 
up with- with humor, if possible. Without excuses , with-
out astonishment, without regret, without shame, without 
any system and order more elabo rate than courtesv and 
love. Do not be angry at yourself for being who yo·u are . 
If you think you are not truth and beauty, perhaps you 
are mistaken . 
GIRL. Thank you , Father. I don 't belong here. 
KING. Nobody belongs here , but here we are. My father 
and my mother didn 't thiuk! No, they didn 't. But even if 
they had, as so many have, I still wouldn 't belong here, 
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and nobody else would, either . T he Bear belongs here, 
and all his kind. We're another creature. We know enough 
to know we know nothing, and it is terrible and wonder-
ful. They know nothing but do not know that they know 
nothing, and it is neither terrible nor wonderful- it just 
is. His name is Gorky. But his mother never gave him the 
name. She looked at him and there he was. A bear, and 
not a tiger, or a rabbit, or a hawk. We think , and re-
member, and speak, and laugh, and sing, and dance, and 
make things of all kinds, on purpose. We do all these 
things because we don't belong here. lt's not our place. It 's 
a cave. What are we doing in a cave ? We're angels. What 
are we doing in bodies? (Paus e.) For some reason, we 're 
trying our best, helplessly, to pre-tend that we are in 
them, that we belong in them, and that we are here, and 
that we belong here. (He goes to the door.) I'll go fetch 
my shoe, now. I failed, and I know I failed. (He goes.) 
GIRL. 1'11 go now, too. 
FATHER. (Shouts.) Ah, stay, girl! You 've been a great 
help to my wife and son. 
GIRL. He didn 't come back. I thought he would. I 
thought he loved me. 
FATHER. How do you know he doesn't? 
QUEEN . He did this morning. 
GIRL. This morning. How far away this morning is. 
light 
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39 And so he loved me this morning, and this is tonight, and 
he didn 't come back. There's no reason for me to stay any 
longer. Goodbye.--~~-~~--:-----------------~ 
FATHER. (Shouts .) Goodbye ! Everybody's always say-
ing goodbye. You've got no place to go. Before you've 
even left, it 's already as good as another year gone by 
anyway, and you've come back- so stay, stay! 
(There is a loud and merry K NOCK at the door . The 
QuEEN and the GIRL look at one another, desperately, 
hopefully. The FATHER goes to the door, opens it. It 
is the WRECKING CREW Boss, and a NEGRO HELPER.) 
Boss. (Comes in, looks at everybody, t hen speaks soft-
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l )' .) What 's this? We knocked as a joke. People? Here? 
What's that uver there? 
FATHER . That 's Gorky , my bear. And who are you, sir? 
Boss . The foreman of the wrecking crew. And the 
women, what are they doing here? 
FATHER. A moment ago they were arguing about love. 
H ow it works <1nd what it means. Maybe you can tell 'em. 
What 's it mean? 
Boss. I don't know, but I know that this beautiful old 
building is next for the dynamite. (He glances up, and 
around.) 
FATHER. The dynamite? This is a theatre, man. 
Ross. So it is, so it is, but down it comes just the same 
first thing tomo rrow morning, along with all the other 
bu ildings in this area. Roomi n~ houses, offi ces, stores, 
churches- all old, all rotted, all fini shed---to make way 
for the new. But I've loved every poor old wreck of a place 
that my men and I have brought down. Look up there, 
Jamie- it 's a high and hand ome place, now, isn't it? 
FATH ER. Yes, while you 're a t it, Jamie, look over there. 
That"s my wife. She became a mother early this morning. 
Beside her is my son. They can 't be moved now. They 
need time. 
Boss . (Near a box.) May I sit down? I have a longing 
to sit down in here. 
QuEEN. Welcome, sir . 
Boss. (Looking at her strangely) Thank you. (Looks 
at the GIRL, as he sits .) And the gi rl there? She's your 
daughter? 
QuEEN . In a manner of speaking. 
Ross . What manner is that ? 
QuEE N. For three months short of a year an old man 
of the theatre and I ha\·e liYed here. He found this 
thea tre in the morning, and l fo und it in the afternoon. 
He called me the Queen. and I ca lled him the King. Then , 
a month ago. an old prize-fi !!hter found this place. and 
yesterday thi s girl found it. All in all , a family- a great 
Clown begging as a free man in the human streets rather 
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than leave the theatre, and me and the prizefighter, and 
this Girl, who is my daughter. 
Boss. A great Clown? (Looks at JAMIE.) How many 
shoes does he wear? 
Qu EEN. Two when he has two, bu t now he has one. 
Boss. vVe know the man. This af ternoon he made us 
roar with laughter. Madam, what is your problem? 
QuEEN . Mine, sir? I have no problem. 
Boss. The problem of your family, then? 
Qu EEN . Love, of course. Survival, and love. And what 
is your problem , sir? 
Boss. How best. swiftest. mo t safely , and lr3st ex-
pensively to bring this - mansion--down into ruins, and 
then to clrar away the debris. 
QuEEN. Simple. 
Boss. (Holding a crust of bread) May I? 
QuEEN. Please, sir. And something to drink? 
Boss. No, thanks, just this bread. I am confused. and 
my teeth need something to work upon. I'm poor at words. 
and at thinking, too, if you ask me. (He chews.) Jamie, 
boy? 
J AMIE. Yes, sir? 
Doss. What can we do, Jamie? 
J AM IE. I could ;:(O fmd the Old Man and give him back 
hi s shoe . I've kept it in a safe place, but he could never 
find it. I just thought it ought to be kept in a !:'afe place. 
Boss. T he mother and the child can 't be moved. J amie. 
JAMI E. No, sir, they can't. 
Boss. T omorrow's Friday, and the day a fter is Satur-
day, and then Sunda . He tlzinks a moment and then 
speaks suddenly.) Jamie , tell my boys, te I my crew, te 
them all at once and one by one, do you hear, Jamie? 
JAMIE. Yes, sir. 
Ross. All a t once and one by one, Boys, he says we're 
all to be sick tomorrow, and the day after. Use the name 
you have for me among yo u ; I don't mind-- I 've only 
pretended to mind. Tell them the Madman says we 're a ll 
to be sick tomorrow, and the day after. That 's all. Just 
sick. Every one of us. At home. In bed . Coughing, and 
lbht 
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sweating. I want to study this problem carefully. It may 
take me a little time. 
J AMTE. Yes. sir. 
Boss . And Jamie? 
J t\ M JF.. Yes. sir. 
Boss. ( Brings money from his pocket.) Find the Great 
l\1an, and give him back his shoe, and then step into tha t 
little store we all go to at lunchtime. Buy us-- well , you 
know, Jamie, the things we like- but a lot of it. I'm very hungry. 
]AMIE. Yes, sir. Everybody sick until Monday morn-ing. 
lloss . Jamie? 
JAMTE. Yes, sir. 
floss . If anybody asks why- (lle waits a long tim r, 
shakrs his head quickly .) There is no why. 
JAMIE. Yes, sir. 
(JAMIE turns and goes quickly, as the Boss keeps chewing 
bread.) 
QUEEN. I'd like to a~k why. 
Boss. ( l..ooking arou11d from one to the other) The 
truth ? 
Qu EEN. If you know thr truth , sir. 
Boss. I know, Queen. The King came hy as we 3topped 
for coffee and cigarettes this afternoon. He sa id he wo uld 
make us laugh- for a coin. And my men sa id . Why, we' re 
laughing all the time. make us weep, and you 'll have a lot 
of coins. And he worked, and worked well , and a ll we did 
was laugh- all except one. Queen , tha t T know of- my-
self ! One who wept bitterly from the begi nni ng of the 
great Clown 's work to the end of it , and fell to the bottom 
of h i~ soul with grief and admiration at t hr Clown 's re-
fusal of our coins, ami the fo refeiture of his shoe. Myself, 
and more than likely J amir, too. ( Pause.) And more than 
likely each of the others. too. each of us unwill in.g. Queen, 
unwilling to let the other know of his pity and love for 
his Father. That is why. 
;!I f q \ 
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QuEEN. I thought it was for the child. 
Boss. No. I haYe my own, know them and love them 
and understand them, and don't understand them, and 
probably never will. It is for the Father. The King. The 
Madman. T he Clown. The Father of the Child . (He gets 
up suddenly, speaks softly.) I must go along here now 
and study the problem. (He goes.) 
(The GIRL looks around at everybody, goes to the BEAR , 
rests her head on !tis shoulder, then turns and runs 
out.) 
FATTIER. (Shouts.) Gorky, I wish you 'd stop liking only 
pretty girls I 
li qht 
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ACT TWO 42 
ScENE VI ---------------,---~---~ 
Early Monday morning. The FATHER is up. T!te MOTHER 
is up. The child is in her arms. The BEAR is waiting. 
The family suitcase is packed. The QuEEN is up. Tlze 
KI NG is up . E ver)'body is doing little things in 
silence. !linkin g bundles, folding things, tyi11g shoe-
laces and packages. 
KING. Well, Queen. 
QuEEN. Yes. King. 
KrNG. 1\ionday. 
QuEEN. Yes, l\1onday. The first day of the week. 
KING . And the last day of the World. 
QuEEN. Oh, stop. 
KING. Do you know it's the name of the theatre, actu-
ally? I found out onl y yesterday, out front. 
QuEEN. I had no idea. In any case, you've got both your 
shoes, and I 've got all my things. 
42B 
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KING. And we've eaten well these past few days. 
QUEEN. Yes, we have. 
ACT II 
KING. There 's another theatre that's been dark for 
years. (Points.) A little up, and east. 
QuEEN. Oh, no, no. 
KING. Where, then? 
QuEEN. Where all the others are. I don't mind. 
KING. Alone? 
QuEEN . What a strange question, King. What a strange 
word. Who can be alone? 
KING. You can . I 've seen you alone when I've been 
right beside you. Alone? 
QuEEN. Yes, I think so. 
KING. Well, let me carry your bundle until you're 
there, at any rate. I 've nothing of my own to carry. 
QuEEN . (Sw eetly) Would you? Just until I'm there? 
(KING smiles.) 
I've never understood such places too well. Where they 
are, and how one obtains entrance. 
KING. It's the same with me, of course, but I'll ask, and 
we'll find out. 
FATHER. You're both welcome to come with us . 
QuEEN. You're very ki nd. Oh. no , thank you. 
MonTER. We 'll do verv well. J know we will. There will 
be plenty for all of us , a~d we nerd your help. 
KI NG. Tne Duke might have learned to wrestle the 
Bear, or the other way around . 
FATHER. Yes, yes, tha t would h:we helned a lot. 
KING . (Looks up and all around.) Well--
(FOOTSTFPS are hearrl, and then a KNOCK at thr. 
door. The KT NG opens the door , and there in the door-
way is the DUKE, and behind him the SILENT Bov. 
They come in.) 
D uKE. (Looks around, nodding to each.) Well, here he 
is. Where's the Girl? 
QuEEN. She left soon after you did. She went out to find 
,ou. 
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DUK E. I 've been looking for this 13oy. He can ·t speak, 
hut he can understand, and I\·e told him the Girl loves him. 
QUEEN. Hoy? Do you love the Girl? 
(Tile Hov lonks at the DuKE, then back at the QUEl~N, then nods one nod.) 
Well , she's been gone ior several days now. But she's 
somewhere about. Look for her. You 'll find her. Because 
she 'll be looking for you. 
(The CREw Ross comes in, walking slowly and thought-
fully, followed by } AMIE, with papers in his hands: 
charts. floor plans, and so on. The Boss nods at 
ever·ybody, looks up at the problem. He looks at his 
watch.) 
KINe. We're ready. We 're on our way, and thank you 
very much. 
Boss. (Goes to the KINe, looks at him intently.) Good 
luck, Father. Good luck, all. 
(He and ]AMIE go.) 
F ATHER. (To the DUKE.) Join us. We need you. We'll 
be working the streets at first , but soon we 'II get to the 
circus, I'm sure. 
(The D UKE thinks about this, but docs not reply. The 
FATHER and MoniER smile at the others awkwardly, 
and nod, and the FATHER unloose115 the BEAR's chain. 
They begin to go.) 
QUEEN. Oh .. . 
(The MOTHER stops .) 
May I have one last look at the child, please? 
( The MOTHER hurries to the QUEEN , who looks intently 
at the child, tlten nods, and the FATHER and the 
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BEAR and the MOTHER go, all of them waving, includ-
ing the BEAR . 
DuKE looks arouud, bewildered because the GtRL 
is gone. He looks u p. The SILENT lloY nods, a11d turns 
to go. The D u K E stops him, shakes his head, looks 
up. They ALL wait in silence. The GIRL com es in 
through the open door.) 
GIRL. I've come back for my man, if he'll have me. 
(The DUKE turns and looks at her. The GIRL runs to his 
arms. The DUKE puts one hand at the back of her 
neck and the other at the back of t!1e BoY 's neck 
and holds them in place, staring at one another, 
speechless. Slml'ly, little by little, the DUKE draws 
them together, and they embrace. H e looks up.) 
DuKE. Thank you, sir. ( He turns and hurries out.) 
(Aft er a moment the KING and QuE£ embrace the em-
bracing BoY and GIRL , and th en gesture at th em to 
get along. They go, with their arms around one an-
other.) 
Q uEEN . All right, King. (She looks around and up, 
smiling.) 
KING . I'll be along in a moment. 
(The QUEEN smiles at him, turns and, wal!?ing like a 
queen, goes out. The KING looks around, too, and 
then out into the auditorium.) 
KING. Farewell , then- womb, cave, hiding place. home. 
church, world , theatre- a. fond and loving farewcll. (_He 
works the yo-yo.) Farewell , and welcome! (He waves to 
the theatre, and goes walking swiftly.) 
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Master Cue Sheet 
lB CREDO fade up 
1 Heuse lights out 
2 Are a lights up 1/2 
2B CREDO fade eut 
3A EXPLOSION 
4 GHOST LIGHT on. Area lights up full 
4A Three EXPLOSI ONS 
5A EXPLOSI ON 
6 Bl ackeut (END sc. l) 
1A EXPLOSI ONS fad e i~ 
8A EXPLOSIONS fade out 
9 Area lights up (sc. 2) 
10 Blackeut (END sc. 2) 
lOB CREDO fade in 
llB CREDO fade eut 
12 Area lights up (sc. 3) 
13 Blackeut (END SC. 3) 
l3A WIND fade up 
14 Lights u.c. dim up (SC. 4) 
15 Area lights dim up 
16 Area lights eut 
16A WI ND fade out 
17 DREAM SPCL. up 
1 178 CRCWD fade in 
I H~ DREAM SPCL. ut 
I 18A & B WIND fade in - CRCWD fade ut 
I 
II 
k 
I 
i 
I I 
I' 
Master Cue Sheet #2 
19 DREAM SPCL fade up .. Area lights fade eut 
l9A W!ND fade eut 
20 DREAM SPCL. eut 
I 
21 DREAM SPCL. u I 
I 22 DREAM SPCL. eut 
I 23 REAM SPCL. up 
24 DREAM SPCL. eut - Area up 
24A WIND up 
25 GHOST LIGHT en • Area up full 
26A WIND up 2 decibels 
27 Black out 
27A WIND fade out (END ACT I) 
I 
1 
28B CREDO fade in I 
II 
29 Area lights up (SC.l) I I 
29B CREDO fade •ut 
, 
30 Black •ut (END SC. 1) 
30A EXPLOSIONS fade up 
31A EXPLCBIONS fade out - as live "BABY" cries 
31 Area lights up (sc. 2) 
32 Black eut (END sc. 2) 
33 Area lights up (sc. 3) 
34 Black •ut (END SC. 3) 
34B CREDO fade up 
35 Area lights up 3/ 4 I 
I 
I 35B CREDO fade eut 
I I 
Master Cue Sheet #3 
36A EXPLOSION 
37 Black out (END SC. 4) 
38 Area lights up (sc. 5) 
39 Area lights down 2 points 
40 Area lights up 2 points 
41 Bl ack out (END SC. 5 ) 
41B CREDO fade up 
42 Area lights fade up (sc. 6) 
42B CREDO fade •ut 
43Area lights out- GHOST LIGHT out - BACKING SPCL. up 
44 BACKING SPCL. sl•w fade (END OF PLAY) 
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Properties 
Set Props : 
1 Chaise, velour bedding . U.C. platform 
1 Cot with mattress.Velour bedding . R. C. 
1 Mattress with velour bedding. Floor L. C. 
4 Nai l keg seats 
1 roadbox tabl e 
assorted flats, jacks, painting materials 
Act I Sc.l : 
pla ce 
Pile of MANUSCRIPTS D . L. 
Act I Sc. 2 : 
make beds.Place QUEEN' S brush and mirror under u.c. Chaise . 
straw broom (GIRL) 
Act I 
Act I 
Sc.3 
bits of paper (GIRL sweeps) 
French bread (KING) 
COi ns (KING) 
. 
. 
STRIKE BRE AD 
Paper plates . (painted) On Road 
Glasses 
Silve rware It If 
water jug II " 
Sc. 4 : 
Collar and Chain (BEAR) 
Act II Sc. I : 
11 Infant" in blue blanket. R .Bed. 
bex 
II 
II 
Wire crate with six Mi l k Bottles (DUKE) 
Act II Sc. 2 : 
Canvas Bag (FATHER) with: 
Cymba l s 
2 hats 
1 coat 
Sugar cubes 
Bewl (BEAR) in road box 
Act II Sc. 3:Shi ft Canvas Bag to U.R. corner 
Act II Sc. ~: 
Yo-Yo (KINS) 
Act II Sc. 5: 
PRE ~ SET road box D. R.C. 
l oaf Wheat Bread (road box) 
1 sugar cube (FATHER) 
1 empty sug~r cube wrapper (FATHER) 
Monev !BOSS 1 
il 
I 
I 
II 
I 
! 
Properties 
Act II Sc. 6 : 
Shift Road box to U.R. corner 
Pl ace Paper Bag (QUEEN) on U. C. bed 
KING : Tweed overcoat 
Che cked Jacket 
Chambray wor k shir t 
Brown Wool Trousers 
Felt :-tat 
Rag As cot 
QUEEN :Blue wollen Dress 
COSTUMES 
Black Shawl, gold design 
Bl ack knit wool Shawl 
DUKE : Torn, Brown Suede Jacket 
Tan Chino Trousers 
Heavy wool Sweater 
Gray checked cap 
Engineer's Boots 
GIRL : Tan Raincoat 
Gr ay Full Skirt 
Lsvend er v~ool SwPatPr 
Gray Flane l Vest 
Print Kerchief 
Ring 
GORKY: Rented Bear Costume 
Flowered hat 
FATHER:Red wool sweeter 
Checked J acket 
Beige Woo l Scarf 
Brown Trousers 
Uniform Coat 
Napolean Hat 
MOTHER:Tweed Coat , Fur Collar 
Straight Dress 
Flowered House coat 
B6SS : Green Nylon Jacket 
Gray Trousers 
Felt Hat 
White Shirt 
Boots 
J AMIE 
Silent 
Boy 
. Hard Hat . 
Work Gloves 
Chino Trousers 
Blue Hooded Sweat Shirt 
Army Field J acket 
Boots 
:Red Woo l Sweater 
White Trousers 
White ~U l k Man ' s Jacket 
White Shoes 
I! 
I 
I 
I' 
!: 
JL 
!I 
i 
I 
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I 
I 
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Production Expenses: Proposed Budget Actual Budget 
I 
Scenery $ 5 .00 $ 
I Properties $ 6.00 $ 3.20 
I' Costumes $10 . 00 $10 . 00 
I! 
I Lighting $ 2.00 $ 
I Sound & Music $ 2 . 00 $ 
i Transportation $ 2 .00 $ 1.20 I Scripts ----- $ I 
Miscellaneous $ 4.00 $ 2 . 00 
Total $31.00 $16 . 40 
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Final Hindsight Conclusions 1 !I 
The most telling criti cism of the play , and to me personally, the 
most painful, was that the play was too long • This implies a number of 
things t o me • To some considerable degree, those who felt it was l ong 
were bored • I fee l that I failed these people • Nothing that is theatri cal!~ 
exciting would seem long , it seems to me, even if it r an wel l over the two 
hours time of The Cave Dwel l ers . 
Al~ost a year before the play was produced I was aware that the script 
had faults • In the original Statement of Intention that was called for 
before the end of that semester (April 1961) I wrote ; "One wou ld not say tha 
the play is well written structural l y. It rambles and is redundant. 
It lacks mu ch in the way of conflict and at best is episodic in form. " 
Yet it is a good theatrical piece . IT IS A MONTAGE OF LIGHT AND SHADOW AND 
EVOKES LAUGHTEH, TEARS AND INSTINCTIVE, SQ\.1ETIMES UNEXPLAINABLE UNDERSTANDII\!Gj". 
If the script had a tendency to wordiness and in danger of being tiresome, I' 
I was forwarned . Indeed, I was aware that this was what I was going to 
have to overcome in order to make the play work as I would have it • 
It is a disappointment to me that knowing the pitfalls a year in ad vance 
didn 't provide me with some better means of avoiding them. 
I feel that we did give the play a form it lacked in the writing • 
We cut to a fraction that part of the play which I consider to be the d 
I 
most unnecessary - the dream scene. I feel a lot was lost by techni cal I 
limitations ; the montage of light and shadow I v.rould have liked to have lJ 
produced was not forth coming . I'm sure better visual aspects would have 
made the play seem a little less long for some • The mechanical things, 
however are not really the meat of the matter . It 'viJAS slow. It DID lack 
variety . Some of the things I would do to overcome these problems follow . 
Get the actors,who were putting excess weight in their timing upon 
lines that were heavy only with verbage , to " throw away" the inconsequentia l. 
This would have the twofold benefit of speeding things up considerably and 
--~====~====~ 
2 
of "pointing" those things that really were important. The principals, 
handeled this rather well. The GIRL, perhaps less well than the other 
three. I worked with her precisely upon this point as often as time would 
allow. I would like to have worked ~ith the smaller parts individually, 
analyzing line by line and thought by thought just ~t>.'hat is important to 
them at any given instant. There was little time for this individual kind 
of treatment. I feel I should have given more to those of lesser experien ce, 
even though the roles ,_,ere smaller, since obviously they most needed 
guidance. 
The QUEEN could have been a little more weak physically to support 
the thesis that she is sick. It would have meant a great deal more to us 
when she spoke or made any effort at all if we cou ld have believed that it 
was not easy for her to do. 
The GIRL, I felt, by performance time was well on the way toward what 
I wanted. Earlier she had begun too strong as was pointe~ out in the 
critique, and had nowhere to grow ••• I use the wor~ grow advisedly for that 
was her image to me. She came in a frightened child and left as a mat~re 
young woman . She did, however labor her speeches and did more harm to her 
characterization than she was aware . I 1·•ould have her played qui cker and 
lighter and not such a repository of philosophy despite the obstacle of 
the l anguage ,which makes her say things that are too philosophical to be 
I
I naturalistic. 
The BOSS was a simple piece of miscasting . That is a directorial fault 
too. Plays are made or broken in the casting. The so luti on if I had thought 
of it early enough in rehearsals, or if I had dis covered it soon enough ~ 
would have been to have reversed the parts of the BOSS and JAMI~ who olayed 
J 
a crediblx strong laborer • 
--
Final Hindslght Conclusions ~~~~----~~3~~========~ 
After the critique rehearsal it was made clear that much of the blocking 
~as arbitrary and obscured the meaning of parts of the play. The suggestion 
""as that it was too subtle, that, to paraphrase; "you must tell them you're li 
~oing to say it, tell them you're saying it, tell them you've said it." 
~he error I had made In the movement was that I felt that if I could under-
stand it the audience would see it too. It wasn't true. The movement was 
as naturalistic as stage movement can be. The play, however, on ly pretenc!ed 
to be naturalistic. The most important element of the play might have been 
~ost had I not been able to insert some of the obviousness,that I had been 
trying to avoid, into the movement over the final week-end. I regrouped act 
two Sc. one to suggest the Nativity. In act one Sc. one I had the GIRL 
~xpress a great feeling of awe when the theatre 1s first pointed out to her. 
(D: •• can you see ? G:(stares,mouth open, intake of breath,whispers:)Yes •• 
now I can see ••• ) The image used at this point was a description of wha t 
~he might see if she went under water for the first time ; the fish, the colo , 
end especially the size. The huge newness. The beauty and the fear of some-
~hing both beautiful and dangerous. I deliberately set up"Christmas card" 
pymbols in the blocking, in one case, so obviously that it got a laugh; I 
, ~he BOSS and JAMIE go upstage, look at the child and remove their hats, that 
na; have been a little much, but it certamnly w«sn't missed • In places I 
Nhere before she had been sitting, I now had her kneel,the GIRL, in the 
~ilent Boy scene knelt behind the infant, protecting it and offering it to 
he SILENT BOY as a supplication to help them. What happened here was that 
t became unclear as to whether the SI LE. 1T BOY left the milk for love of 
he BABY or love of the GIRL. I had intended that he love the GIRL of 
~curse, but I felt that love should occur in the presence of the infant • 
n trying to be l ess subtle the point seemed unclear. 
Final Hindsight Conclusions 4 
-
I feel that in the various catagories I have already stated what I 
ight do to improve the presentation if I were tm continue with it, but as 
a recap let me list them: 
1. Speed the play up. Make the actors see that although everything they 
say is to be heard and understood, only specific things are to be 
understood as being the most important and these things should be the 
ones to be delivered slowly and carefully. They should be guided in 
their selection of important material and helped to deliver what is 
not so important,much more quickly I feel a careful and theatrical 
throwing away of incidental verbage would shave a minbmum of ten minutes 
off the production. 
2. Movement should be able to present the religious context of the play 
as clearly, if not more clear~y, than the words. Setting up recognizable 
pictures seemed to work for this play once I discovered it. I would go 
further with this. 
3. The setting requires more space.I have lately been considering the use 
of a "space stage", a cyclorama for the back wall,which would suggest 
the actual dimensions of the "theatre" of which these people are concerned 
with. I think this might have worked particularly well on the small stage. 
At times this cyclorama would remain unlit and appear only as a solid 
wall, but when it was desireable it could be lit as a sky against which 
to silhouette the performers and provide a visible infinity. 
I 
I had used one row of platforms out from the stage. I think now that 
a second row might have been better. I'm sure that much more of the 
action would have gotten down front if the stage projected the extra 
four -fee.t.. that the platforms woulci _Rrovide=·~- _____ _ 
Fina l Hindsight Conclusions 5 
3 (cont . ) The stage required a sense of height that the setting never 
achieved . A good use of teasers to mask the cei l ing wou l d have done it . 
4 . Lighting could have been used t o a far greater advantage . ~uch more 
cou l d have been achieved in the way of mood changes, day and night , 
outside suggesti ons , col or, dr amati c shadowing and perhaps other areas , 
even with the material on hand • It la cked imagination • 
5 . I mad e do with the sound r ecord i ngs that were available . My intent was 
originally to have had t he sound s selected for their doub l e possibility 
of interpr etation . For i ns t an ce , bu i ldings tumbling that at the same time 
might be hear d as bomb expl osions , pneumatic hammers that might be 
mistaken f or ma chine guns , bulldozers that would sound like tanks . 
I fee l that there wou l d be no question as to the kind of destruction 
that was threatening the wor l d/ theatre if I could have brought this 
about . In a fu t ure presentation I would insist that a way be found to 
accomplish this phase of the i nterpretation • 
I fee l that The Cave Dwellers , as presented , was in a state it should 
have been a week before the performance . Had I another we ek to make the 
correcti on out l ined above and des cribed throughout this paper, I feel that 
it would have been quite a good performance . The fau l t , of course , is that 
I should have s9en the problems ear l ier,or in fact , have never allowed 
any to occur. Now that it i s done , I feel that I am really ready to begin 
to dire ct i t . Pe r haps I wil l sometime again have the opportunity • 
Faculty Cor.ments March 13, 1962 
The play is still too long. Actors indulge themselves in second act. 
It still lacks a lot of variety from scene to scene. 
The first act plays well now but the second is labored. 
Symbolism is more clear. Silent Boy Sc. is arbitrary, however. 
The music between scenes works • 
The dream scene is now much better. Simpler. 
Some blocking still needs work. 
GIRL is better, but her reactions seem slow • 
QUEeN a little more theatrical, could go more. 
BOSS is not improved • 
KING's dinner scene much better 
DUKE'S makeup was good in act one. In act two he had changed it • 
Generally the production was moving, and love did replace fear. 
Mr. K. considers it better in some respects than the N.Y. production -
which was said to be quite bad • 
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